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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL REVIEW

1.1 Introduction,

In 1900, Sir William Crookes separated from

uranium another substance which possessed all its

photographic activity (i.e. its ^-activity) and which
he named uranium X. Rutherford and Soddy (1902)

applied a similar technique to thorium, obtaining a

substance which was, weight for weight, over a thousand
times more active than the original material. By ana¬

logy with the nomenclature of Crookes, this was called

thorium X. It was largely from the results of his

study of the relationship between thorium X and its

parent and daughter products that Rutherford inferred

the principles with which he was successfully to

analyze the enormous complexity of the phenomena of

natural radioactivity.

Proceeding in the same way, G-iesel (1904-) and

GodlewskL (1905), working independently, separated from

actinium a very active substance which came to be callj-
ed actinium X (AcX). Lise Meitner (1925), on the basis

of the evidence she had obtained during her study of

the homogeneous groups of electrons emitted by AcX,

was able to conclude that when the process of internal

conversion occurs in association with a disintegration



it occurs after the disintegration. She compared the

energy differences "between lines in the AcX electron

spectrum which she had attributed to conversion in the

K, 1 and M shells with the energy differences between

the K, It and 1 absorption edges of both AcX and actin-

on (An). The closer agreement obtained with the An

absorption edges convinced her that conversion actually

took place in this atom, which is the product of the

AcX (X-disintegration.

Present interest in AcX has two principal causes.

The first refers to its anomalously low disintegration

energy, as revealed by the study of the systematics of

OC-decay among the heavy radioactive nuclei. The

neutrons outside a closed shell of 126 neutrons. This

places it between the regions of validity of the single

particle model of layer (1949) and Haxel Jensen and

Suess (1949) on the one hand, and the collective

model of A. Bohr (1951, 1953) on the other. The

former applies only to configurations of particles

near to closed shells, while the latter applies only

when the configuration contains a large number of

particles outside closed shells. A better understand¬

ing of the relationship between these two models
should result from a determination of the extent to

which they can explain the properties of an intermed¬
iate nucleus such as An.

second has seven



The experiments to he described attempt to pro¬

vide information relating to these questions. They

employ the newly-developed nuclear emulsion technique

in a study of the internal conversion spectrum of the

decay of AcX. The results of this study, combined with

the available data on the AcX a- and 7-radiations,

yield some of the properties of the level structure

of An and illustrate some of the characteristics of

(X -disintegration in the heavy even-odd nuclei.

1.2. Summary of Studies of the Radiations of AcX.

1.2.1. The disintegrations of the actinium series.

The processes that constitute the lower part of

the actinium series are represented diagrammatically

in Figure 1. Each horizontal line represents an

element of the series, the half-life of each element

being shown adjacent to its line (the letters S, E5, D,

Y stand for seconds, minutes, days, years, respective¬

ly). A single vertical line represents decay by p-
emission; a double vertical line represents decay by
ex -emission. In those cases in which branching occurs,

the fraction of disintegrations following each mode is
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indicated as a percentage#

The chemistry of these elements is such as to

make it relatively simple to separate AcX from the

others# However, because of the short half-lives of

An and actinium A (AcA), all previous investigators

of the radiations emitted "by elements of the chain

have been faced with considerable difficulties of

attribution.

1.2.2. She oi -radiation.

The first workers to observe the fine structure

of the AcX a-radiation were rime, P. Curie and

S. Rosenblum (1932). Using the 180° magnetic focussing

method which they had developed during the preceding

few years, they observed, in a plate exposed for seven

days to a radioaetinium (RdAc) source, two lines

(energies 5.539 and 5.524 Me?) which they attributed

to AcX, These lines did not appear in the exposures

made with fresh BdAc. They were very feeble, and no

attempt was made to estimate their relative intensit¬

ies. They continued this work (1933) by investigating

the spectrum of a preparation of AeX which had been

separated from EdAc by precipitation with BaSO^t This
time they observed the two lines found previously, but

+ AcX, a radium isotope, has very nearly the same
chemical properties as barium; this can be in¬
ferred from their relative positions in the
periodic table.
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these were accompanied "by a third line of greater

energy and intensity which had "been masked by a line

of the EdAc spectrum. Its energy was reported as

5.776 MeV and the relative intensities of the three

lines, in order of decreasing ener^r, were given as

6:4:1. The next advance was by Rosenblum, G-uillot

and Perey (1936) who replaced the photographic record¬

ing apparatus by a counter which could be moved along

the spectrum. In this way they obtained the spectrum

of a sample of RdAc which had just been separated from

all other active material, and then of this same

sample after it had aged for 11 days. This second

spectrum showed lines due to disintegrations occurring

throughout the chain. The authors assumed that the

only lines overlapping the RdAe spectrum were those of

AcX, and obtained the AcX spectrum by difference. In

resolving the total observed spectrum Into component

lines, they took as the line shape that of the prin¬

cipal ray of An, In this way they found a fourth AcX

line, and indicated that there were probably others

of still lower energy and intensity. Further measure¬

ments made on the RdAc spectrum (Rosenblum, Guillot,

Perey, 1937) using an improved technique (condensation
of the emanation by a foil cooled with liquid nitrogen

showed that the energies reported previously were, on

the average, 19 keV too high. This question need not
be considered too deeply at this point, since only the
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diffexences between the disintegration energies

corresponding to the various a-groups are of import¬
ance in the determination of the level structure of

the An nucleus* GjIiqujo ilaLiirgfroifa'aooe in dim into gin jutiloia

p-nu^ ".:,r " '.met oirufi-oly 0:1 frl:a J.ilLTifcqjcllib£u mi

%wobii tfio QOEriioaporaidiii:::,:; (% ggqitioao oinoagg-oa; and enly
■foa a vomy auiijht omtewt oai titc aprrjiljiiilio tqIuoo qui

'(few (-■«r~» tkroiigli tlio ealiula.'(jLOL-- of Alio

ffluoiwj ob? the l"o o jb.1 molo'ia) i In a recent survey and

re-evaluation of the results obtained by the Paris

workers during the period 1931-1937, Briggs (1954)

gives the values listed in fable 1*

A detailed study of the complex -spectra of the

heavy elements has been published by Asaro (1953)#
His a-particle spectrograph employed a 60° symmetric¬

al magnetic analyser, the normal trajectory having a

radius of curvature of 75 cm. AcX was removed from a

sample of actinium and thorium by means of a cold

Dowex 50 ion exchange column, and vacuum sublimed Onto

a source whose final surface density was about 10 yg/
era2. The tf-partieles ?/ere detected in Eastman ETA

plates having emulsions 25 to 30 microns thick. After

exposure these plates were scanned under a magnificat¬

ion of X450„ a count being made of the number of

tracks whose direction lay within a certain cone of

acceptance. Nothing was done to eliminate the fogging
effect of the emanating actinon, and hence his plates



Authoro,-partielQenergyDisintegrationenergyAbundance (MeY)(MeV)(per100 (correctedforAnrecoil)disintegrations) I

Rosenblum,etal.5.700±.0065.804±.00641 (1931-1937)55.538±.0065.690±.00635 re-evalxiatedby5.514±.0065.615±.00617 Briggs(1954)5.425±.0085.524±.0087 Asaro5.7355.84011 (1953)5.7045.80853 5.5955.69725 5.5285.6299 5.4205.5192
Rosenblum5.8605.967weak (1952)5.7305.8359 5.7045.80853 5.5965.69824 5.5285.6299 5.4875.5872 5.4195.5183
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showed an enormous number of background tracks.

Asaro measured the differences between the energies of

the five groups he detected, but made no attempt to
determine the absolute values of these energies.

In an unpublished communication to (J.T. Seaborg,

Rosenblum (1952) gave his latest results on the AcX

-particle fine structure. These are listed in

Table 1, along with the results of Asaro. The energy

of the 53$ line in the Asaro spectrum is set equal to

5.704 MeV, the energy observed for this line by

Rosenblum. Ho experimental details of this latest

work of Rosenblum have been published.

1.2.3. She conversion electron spectrum.

A detailed study of the extensive results previous

ly obtained from magnetic analysis of the conversion

electrons of RdAc and its derivatives forms an import¬

ant part of the present work. For this reason it will

not be given in this historical summary, but will be

deferred until Chapter IV. The experiments by which

these results were obtained will now be described.

The earliest investigations used the absorption

technique. However, the first study that achieved

the resolution required for precise analysis was that

of Eahn & Meitner (1925)# AcX was precipitated with

ammonia from a solution of RdAe in equilibrium with

its products. After purification it was electrolyzed
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onto a very thin platinum wire which was subsequently

used as the source of the radiations* The spectrum

was analyzed with a semi-circular focussing magnetic

spectrograph with photographic recording, the energy

range 12.5 - 465*7 he? being covered* 49 lines were

attributed to RdAe, 21 to AcX and 9 to the active

deposit (AcB + C), The energy of each line was meas¬

ured relative to the F-line of ThE (taken as Bp = 1385

gauss-cm ), and a visual estimate was made of the

amount of photographic blackening it produced.

Hahn & Meitner were not aware that the disin¬

tegration of the actinium emanation is accompanied by

the emission of internal conversion electrons* All

rays emitted by the AcX source and not by the active

deposit were therefore attributed to the AcX disin¬

tegration* This must be kept in mind when their re¬

sults arc considered* It weakens their proof that

internal conversion takes place in the daughter atom,

since as far as their work went, the transitions that

were correctly shown to be converted in An might have

arisen in An as well, and not in the parent AcX.

Fortunately the An spectrum is in fact much feebler

than that of AcX, and the attribution by Hahn &

leitner of the parentage of the strong conversion

lines to AcX has proved to be correct*

A very extensive magnetic spectrographs invest¬

igation of the conversion spectra of radioaetinium and
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its products was performed "by Surugue (1937). Ee

made no attempt to work with AcX sources, hut obtained

the AcX spectrum from the difference between the

spectra produced by new and old sources of EdAc. He

avoided AcX sources because these emit An freely, and
this results in the fogging of the photographic plates

used for recording. RdAc sources, on the other hand,

can be prepared in a form that is more effective in

keeping entrained the An produced by the AcX disin¬

tegrations. Shis was noticed by Hahn & Meitner, but

they still preferred to work with AcX sources.

She spectrum of the active deposit was studied

separately by Surugue and presented no difficulties.

An attempt was made to obtain the An spectrum by using

as a souree a glass ampoule containing an AcX prepar¬

ation covered by a gold foil. It was intended that

the An should diffuse around the foil into the space

that was taken as the source. Another technique used

v/as putting the AcX into a tube, a section of which

was drawn out to very small diameter. The An diffused

into this section and disintegrations talcing place

there were studied in the spectrometer. In either

case the effective source dimensions were relatively

large, resulting in poorer resolution than in the
EdAc and active deposit investigations. Surugue

attributed 76 conversion lines to RdAc, 30 to AcX,
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9 to An, and 15 to the active deposit, He measured

their energies relative to the P-line of ThB (taken

as Bj> = 1388) and obtained their relative blackening

by microphot©metering his plates.

In 1944 Surugue, in collaboration with Ouang,

re-examined the part of the MAe spectrum below 46

keV, They confirmed almost all of Surugue's previous

attributions, and supplied better measurements of

energy and relative blackening.

As will be shown in Chapter 17, the results of

Kahn & Meitner differ in many important respects from

those of Surugue, Another magnetic focussing

p -spectrographic investigation of the AcX spectrum

is urgently needed, but because of the speed of the

actinium chain and the consequent difficulties of

attribution of the observed conversion lines,this task

is not an attractive one. Recently, however, the

Paris group (Prilley, Rosenblum, Valadarez,

Bouissieres, 1954) have begun a study of the RdAc con¬

version spectrum. Using newly-developed extraction

techniques they have produced solid-free, derivative-

free sources of RdAc, The authors have published their

results on the lines of energy less than £L.5ke7 CP-
line of ThB taken to be Lf = 1388.55). In the cases

in which these results relate to a disagreement be¬

tween Hahn & Meitner and Surugue, the work of Hahn &
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Meitner appears to be confirmed.

A completely different approach to the investig¬
ation of the conversion spectrum of an element in the

actinium series was made hy Bennett (1933). He intro¬

duced An gas into a Wilson cloud chamber and made a

study of the electron tracks associated with

oc -particles emitted by disintegrating An nuclei. He

estimated the energies of electrons above about 15 keV

from the curvature of the tracks (a magnetic field of

380 gauss parallel to the axis of the oamera was pro¬

duced by a pair of Eelmholta coils). The ranges of

some of the lower energy electrons were also measured.

On the basis of the 80 conversion electrons observed,

Bennett concluded that his results confirmed those of

Surugue, except that he found no evidence of the

strong 105 keV line that Surugue had attributed to An.

This point is of special significance for the present

work, as will be made clear in Ghapter I?*

1.2.4. The 7- and X-radiations.

These were studied by Frilley (1940), using a

rotating-crystal spectrograph with photographic record

ing. As sources he used preparations of AcX which had

just been separated from EdAc. However, because of
the long exposures required, he was actually studying
AcX in equilibrium with all its decay products.
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Frilley also studied the spectrum of actinium in

equilibrium with its decay products, and that of fresh-f
ly separated EdAe. The exposures for the latter last¬

ed for a few days, during which time the AcX radiat¬

ions remained weak compared to those of EdAc. This

permitted him to identify the EdAc 7-rays. Of course,

Frilley could not supply the attribution of any of the

7- rays emitted by AcX or one of its products. The

results of his work are summarized in Table 2,

TABLE 2.

7- Spectrum of AcX and its derivatives. (Frilley, 1940

Energy
(keV)

44

52

62

90.5

123

144

Approx.
Eelative
Intensity

0.1

4

6

Energy
(keV)

155

180

270

340

415

590

Approx,
Eelative
Intensity

12

1

20

15

Hotes Frilley has published no quantitative
intensity data for AcX and its derivat¬
ives. The values given here were kindly
supplied by him in a private communicat¬
ion to Dr. M.A.S. Eoss,

The most striking feature of Frilley's investig¬

ation of the characteristic K-X-radiation is the
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predominance of the K<*,~ and Ktxz - radiations of

element 86. Their combined intensity is over ten

times as great as that of any other element in the

actinium series, whereas in both the uranium and

thorium series it is the K-X-radiation of element 83

that predominates.

1.3. Outline of the present Work.

At the time this investigation was begun+ the

available information about the disintegrations of

AcX led to a number of anomalies. The above-mentioned

experiments on the conversion spectrum indicated that

strong transitions of energies 122, 144, 154 and 268
ke? take place during the de-excitation of the An

nucleus. This is confirmed by the lines of the

1 - spectrum and by the intensity of the characterist¬

ic X-rays of An. Yet none of these transitions could

be fitted between the energy levels deduced from the

energies of the oc-particles that had, up to that time,

been observed to accompany the AcX disintegration

(see Table 1). This suggested that the ground state

of An is not directly excited by (Y -disintegration of

AcX, but is reached only by transitions from states of

higher energy which are directly excited. A forcidden-

ness of this type is of considerable interest in the

theory of a-systematica. However, on the basis of

+ January, 1952.
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the existing information it was not possible to prove

this conjecture, because only the relative intensities

of the transitions were known, whereas the absolute

intensities (transitions per disintegration) would

have been required to demonstrate the inadequacy of

the level scheme deduced from the &-spectrum. Further-

more, the rapidity with which the successive disin¬

tegrations of the actinium chain follow each other

prevented all the previous workers from providing

really convincing proof that the observed conversion

and 7 -transitions are to be associated with the de-

excitation of the An nucleus. The object of the pres¬

ent work has been to check the attributions of these

transitions, and to estimate their absolute intensities.

This has been done by impregnating Ilford G5

(electron sensitive) emulsions with AcX citrate. In

this form, the AcX was probably bivalent, and thus

able to form a structural bond with the gelatine of

the emulsion until its disintegration. However its

chemically inert daughter product, An, was unable to

enter into such a bond, and hence was free to diffuse

through the emulsion by Brownian motion# The other

disintegration products could all exist in the charged

form, and hence were trapped by the gelatine. Ihile
it is true that the disintegrations occurring farther

down the series raptured these gelatine-heavy atom
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"bonds, the distances moved by the recoiling atoms "be¬

fore other "bonds were formed were too small to be ob¬

served, She result was that the oi-particle track

associated with the AcX disintegration was sometimes

separated by several microns from the "star" produced

by particles emitted during subsequent disintegrations,,

If it is assumed that the transitions between the

excited and ground states of An all took place within,

say, -j^th second of the time of formation of the An
nucleus, then the internal conversion electrons assoc¬

iated with these transitions must have produced tracks

which had a common origin with the separated 0£-particle

track# A study of these electron tracks yielded in¬

formation about the spectrum of conversion electrons

emitted during these transitions only. And since the

nuclear emulsion technique permits a study of the dis¬

integrations one at a time, the absolute intensities

of the lines of this spectrum could be obtained.
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CHAPTER II

description op the method

II.1 Experimental Procedure.

II.1.1. Source preparation; Impregnation of the

plates.

One of the standard methods of separating harium
from fission product mixtures is precipitation of

Ba(HQ-)g "by fuming (Lieber, 1939; Glendenin,
1951). Since harium and AcX have almost identical

chemical properties, this method could he used for the

separation of AcX. To a drop of a solution of actiniuiji
in equilibrium with its decay products, and containing

20 mg. Ba*2 carrier, were added several ml. of fuming

HNO^. The precipitate of Ba(H0^)g + AcX(N0~)2 was
separated by centrifuging, dissolved in water, and the^L
re-precipitated as the carbonate by the addition of

aqueous sodium carbonate solution. This was washed

with water four times, and then dissolved in about 3 m'

of 5$ citric acid solution. The pH of the resulting

solution was adjusted to 7.5 by the addition of dilute

hh4oh.
It has been found (Yagoda, 1949; Jarvis, 1950)

that the impregnation of nuclear emulsions with heavy

elements is complicated by the tendency of these ele¬

ments to form chemical bonds with the outer layers of

the emulsion. This is the reason for the use of the
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citrate ion. It forms a complex with, the heavy element
which prevents the occurrence of this bonding, and so

permits effective penetration of the impregnating

material (Zajac and Miller, 1952). The citrate also

prevents the "barium from precipitating in the emulsion

when carbonates are added during development.

Because the exact activity of the source was un¬

known, it was necessary to perform tests covering a

wide range of source dilutions in order that a satis¬

factory density of events he obtained in the final

plates. Ilford G-5 and Kodak 1T4 plates (emulsion

thickness 200 microns) were cut into 1" x 1" sections,
and these were soaked in the diluted active solution

for 30 minutes at room temperature. They were then

dried for an hour in a current of warm air (about 30°C),
and stored for four days in the presence of a saturat¬

ed solution of KgCO^ (relative humidity 44$).
The addition of wetting agent to the impregnating

solution caused no significant increase in the speed

of penetration. Best results were obtained when none

was used. The quality of the Kodak emulsion seemed to

be slightly better than the Ilford product, but this

was more than offset by the tendency of the Kodak

emulsions to separate from their glass backing during

impregnation or drying# The presence of a few per cen

of glycerine in the impregnating solution seemed to
have little effect. For this reason an Ilford plate
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was used for all the AcX measurements# It was impreg¬

nated on the 21st February, 1952, two days after its

manufacture.

II.1.2. Exposure of the plates; Development and

post-development treatment.

All the work on AcX to be described in this

thesis depends upon the diffusion of An through the

nuclear emulsion. The ability of the An to diffuse is

a rapidly increasing function of the moisture content

of the emulsion, which in turn is an increasing

function of the relative humidity of the surrounding

air. Because of the short half-life of An, ease of

interpretation of the events requires the emulsion to

be as porous, and hence as moist, as possible. However

high relative humidity during storage introduces other

complications. It increases the grain spacing of the

electron tracks, and this makes it more difficult to

decide whether the beginning of a given electron track

coincides with that of the separated ot-track or with

the vertex of the 3-a-track star. Also high relat¬

ive humidity during storage introduces uncertainties

regarding the stopping power and shrinkage factor of
the emulsion. For these two reasons, especially the

last, the relative humidity used, namely 44#» was no

higher than that normally employed for nuclear
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emulsion work in this laboratory.

Since the stopping power of the emulsion depends

markedly on its moisture content and since the initial

energies of the particles studied were inferred from

their ranges, it was desirable that all the disinteg¬

rations should have taken place while the emulsion

condition was constant. It was inevitable, however,
that some of the disintegrations would occur in wet

emulsion during impregnation and development. In ordei"
that these be relatively few, a weakly active impregnajfc
ing solution should be used and the plates should be

given as long an exposure at 44$ relative humidity as

possible. But the rate of disintegration of the AcX

decreases exponentially with a half-life of 11,2 days,

while the formation of cosmic ray background goes on

at an approximately constant rate, Henoe, an optimum

must be found; after several trials, an exposure time

of four days appeared to be a reasonable approximation

to this optimum.

The plates were developed according to the

temperature development method of Dilworth, Occhialini

and Payne (1946), The solutions used are specified in

Table III,

The developer was chilled to approximately 4°C
(temperature of water at its maximum density). The

plates were immersed in distilled water at room temperj-
ature, the water -*• plates were gradually cooled to
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4°C, and then the plates were transferred to the

developer. After 30 minutes, during which time the

developer diffused into the plate hut reacted chemic¬

ally to only a very slight extent, the plates and

developer were transferred to a hath at 22.2°C. The

development was allowed to proceed for 20 minutes

since it was found that this produced plates in which

even minimum ionization tracks were fully developed,

yet caused the formation of relatively few 'fog*

grains. She plates were then put into the stop hath
At the end of this time the

for 20 minutes* Oy tlic ondl of thio time o layer of ■
layer of silver present on the emulsion surface was
□airwrras jioi!. fl-TOiiy?a mm tJr.e cmu3.ca.orL surfocc. Ship Trap ■

gently ruhhed off with a moist finger* Hext the plates

were transferred to the fixing hath (18*5°C), and left

there in a horizontal position for one-and-a-half

times the length of time required for complete clear¬

ing* She total fixing time varied from one hatch of

plates to another, hut was usually about 15 hours.

At the end of this time, water at room tempera¬

ture was dripped into the fixing hath at the rate of

ahout 3 ml. per minute. After an hour, this rate was

increased gradually until the initial hypo concentrat¬
ion had "been reduced hy a factor of ahout 10. Then

the plates were washed in a current of tap water until
a sample of the wash water was no more effective in

decolourizing a dilute KMnO^ solution than was water
straight from the tap*. The plates were then set out

+ For details of this sensitive test for residual
hypo, see Ilford Manual (Jan. 1953), p* 211.
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to dry, still in a horizontal position.

After drying, the plates were soaked in the

glycerine solution for an hour, and then set out to

dry again. This was an attempt to replace the glycer¬
ine leached out of the emulsion during processing, in

order that the emulsion he tougher and less likely to

peel in the dry atmosphere of the laboratory.
Amidol (2,4 diaminophenol dihydrochloride) devel¬

opers, with or without restrainers, produced poorer

results than the lion development described above*

Even if the plates were removed from the developer dur-j-
ing the 'warm stage', the uppermost five or ten micron^
of emulsion showed excessively heavy development. It

was thought that this was an oxidation effect, and so

it was hoped to avoid it by providing the emulsion

with a close-fitting cover of tissue paper. This

caused a slight improvement, but the Elon result was

still much better.

II.1.3. Microscopic examination of the plates.

The plates were studied under a Watson Bactil

binocular microscope (2 mm oil immersion objective,

X10 holoscopic eyepieces), the rated overall magnific¬

ation being 980 diameters. Photographs of representat

ive events are shown on the following pages.

Before the events in a region of a plate were

studied intensively,the entire region was mapped out



Figure 2a. A typical example of a star in which no
ol-track separation can he discerned. In addition to
the four od-tracks, three electron tracks radiate from
the origin of this event. Two of these are due to
p-particles and the third to an internal conversion

electron. However, it is possible neither to decide
which is the internal conversion electron, nor to
attribute it to a particular decay in the series.

Figure 2b. A case of clear separation of the AcX
Od-track. Two internal conversion electrons have

been emitted in cascade during the de-excitation of
the An nucleus. The two p-particles of the series
can be seen associated with the 3-Od-track star.



»

*

Figure 2o. An event in which no conversion electron
tracks are associated with the separated ot-track.
The two p-tracks radiate from the 3- ex-track star.

Figure 2d. Here a single conversion electron track
has a common origin with the separated a-track. The
£ -particle tracks have too steep an inclination with

the plane of the photograph to he visible# A hack-
ground electron track passes the event on the left.



three grains at the right of this <x-track near its
beginning ma# or may not be a second electron track.

Figure 2f, (These two photographs, taken at slightly
different depths in the emulsion, show that the low
energy electron track is associated with the separat¬
ed t*-traek rather than the star, while the reverse
is true of the high energy electron track.



Figure 2r. Here an ot-track is definitely separated,,
bui it is impossible to decide whether the electron
track on the left has as its origin the vertex of the

ot-track star or the separated <*-track, Hence this
track may or may not have "been produced by an AcX
conversion electron#

Figure 21i. The origin of the low energy electron
track probably coincides with that of the separated
ot-track, but one cannot be certain of this. The

dark band across the middle of the photograph is due
to a heavily ionizing background particle passing
immediately under the event.
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onto squared paper, using a magnification of 450

diameters, Then the events were studied in turn under

the higher magnification. Because of this, and "because
each a-particle star had a distinctive geometry, it

was possible to locate at will any previously studied

event.

As has been pointed out in §1*3, the experiments

to be described depend upon the possibility of identi¬

fying, the tracks produced by the conversion electrons

accompanying the AeX disintegration as those having a

common origin with the separated od-track. Since

electrons were emitted during disintegrations that

occurred farther down the series, electron tracks also

radiated from the 3-od-partiele stars. The principal

difficulty of this work arose during the attempt to

attribute each individual electron track to one of

these two classes.

It was of the greatest importance that the

criterion used in the selection of events for study

should have no distorting effect on the various

spectra that it was the purpose of this investigation
to determine. Such distortion might have been intro¬

duced if the events were accepted or rejected on the

basis of difficulty of Interpretation. It is fairly

certain that this would have resulted in a bias against

those events in which two or more internal conversion

electrons were associated with a single AcX
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disintegration. The criterion finally accepted was

the following: accept an event for study if and only
if the An nucleus had diffused to a point outside a

cylinder of unlimited length whose axis lay along the

AcX od-particle „ and whose radius v/as one micron.

Since the phenomena governing this diffusion were

independent of the mode of de-excitation of the An

nucleus, it can be assumed that the sample of events

studied was random with respect to the spectrum of

internal conversion electrons resulting from this de-

excitation.

The reason that account was taken not only of

the magnitude of the resulting diffusion but also of

its direction, is that occasionally gaps one or two

microns long were seen in apparently v/ell-developed
oi- tracks. If such a gap had occurred at the very

beginning of an 0(-track which did in fact radiate from

a -track star, the event would have been indis¬

tinguishable from one in which genuine diffusion had

taken place. However this seemingly separated

c* -track would have pointed directly to the inter¬

section of the other three ex -tracks, and hence

would have been unacceptable according to the criter¬

ion specified above.

There remains another possible source of stat¬

istical error. From the data of Rosenblum (1952), the

most energetic AcX (X-particles produced recoiling An
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atoms of energy 107 keY, while the recoil energy due
to the slowest AcX oc-particles was 99 keY. Is it

possible that the additional recoil energy in the

first instance increased the probability that the

diffusion criterion would be satisfied? If this were

the case, a bias would have been introduced against

events in which the higher energy levels of An were

excited by (^-disintegration. However, the recoil

impulse given to the An atom lay along the direction

of the AcX oc-particle, whereas it was the amount of

diffusion perpendicular to this direction that decided

whether an event was to be accepted or not. Also, the

increment of 8 keY out of approximately 100 keY is

small. Ho data are available on the stopping power

of nuclear emulsion for An atoms, but using Weyl's

(19S3) results for neon penetrating an atmosphere of

hydrogen, this extra energy would have resulted in a

range difference of about 0.05 microns. For these two

reasons, the possible error arising from this effect

has been considered to be negligible.

Approximately 10,000 4-oc-track stars were exam¬

ined; 809 of these were acceptable according to the

above criterion. Even among this class of acceptable

events, considerable difficulties of interpretation
were encountered. A disproportionally great amount of

time was spent on these difficult events, and rather
little information was obtained from them. Other
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methods of selecting events were considered, with the

hope of increasing the speed or efficiency of data

collection. In each case it was felt that any gains

achieved were hardly worth the sacrifice in statistic¬

al validity that the faster method entailed.

After each of the 809 events was interpreted,
measurement was made of the three-dimensional path

lengths of all electron tracks that could he identified
with definiteness as having "been produced hy AeX con¬

version electrons# She number of grains in each of

these tracks was estimated# 4, grain count was also

taken for those tracks which could possibly have been

due to AcZ conversion electrons, but for which a

definite decision was impossible# The three-dimensionj-
al range of the separated ex.-track was measured for

the first 556 events studied.

Measurements of horizontal projection were per¬

formed with a calibrated eyepiece graticule (approxi¬

mately 1.0 microns per division); depth measurements

involved the use of a graduated fine-focussing adjust¬

ment (approximately 0,8 microns per division). The

scales used in both cases could be nominally read to

the nearest 0.1 micron. This, however, does not

reflect the true accuracy of the measurements. Further

consideration of this point is given in the next section.
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II.2. The Effects of Observational Errors.

In nuclear emulsion spectrometry, the initial

energy of an ionizing particle is inferred from an

estimate of its path length. Ihis estimate must be

made from a study of the configuration of the grains

that compose the track of the particle. She track is

first analyzed into straight line segments, the length

of each segment is obtained from measurements of its

horizontal and vertical projections, and then these

lengths are summed to give the total track length. In

the case of an oc-particle track, the entire track

usually consists of just one segment. The path of an

electron is more tortuous, especially near the end of

its range, and so an estimate of its path length re¬

quires the measurement of a large number of segments'4".
In accordance with current practice the measure¬

ments were made between the centres of the grains that

defined the ends of the segments. It is of importance

to know how this population of grain centre to grain

centre distances is related to the population of true

path lengths, since only the former is accessible to

measurement, while the latter is the one of theoretic¬

al interest. Unfortunately, the connection between

these two populations is hopelessly complicated. It

depends upon the exact spatial distribution of grains
in the original emulsion and upon the exact positioning

+ for tracks produced by electrons of initial energy
about 350 ke¥, the number of segments was sometimes
greater than §0.
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of the path of the particle with respect to these

grains# There is no guarantee that the centre of the

observed, clump of silver (diameter 0»6 - 0#7 microns)

coincides exactly with the centre of the undeveloped
(mean diameter ~ 0-I8 microns),

grain {diameter Qi3 Q»4 miorono)* Superposed on

these uncertainties are the difficulties of measuring

such small distances# This is especially true of the

depth measurements, where the finite depth of focus of

the microscope end the imperfections in the focussing

mechanism severely limit the accuracy#

A complete mathematical treatment of the problem

is out of the question# A mathematical model which can

be handled, and which has some of the features of the

actual situation, is the following:

Segments whose true lengths, £ , are distributed

with mean £ and standard deviation s = , have |
directions which are distributed isotropically in

space and independently of the segment lengths# Con¬

sider a large number of segments, all produced by

particles whose true horizontal projections are equal

to x. Then it is assumed that the measured horizontal

projections, % , are distributed with mean £ = x.

Similarly for segments whose true vertical projections

are equal to y, the measured values, 1) , have as

their mean ~rj - y. Moreover, ( £ - x) and ( 9 - y)
are distributed independently of each other and of 1 .

Then for £ and *) sufficiently close to x and y
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respectively, the measured length, A , is approximate¬

ly given by the Saylor expansion,

a = fFf1 - + -p=L=f(M + ^L==; (n-y), (i)» / »
i x + yx +

or \ r=. I + cos^(i-x) i- S,n6 (7-1), (2)

where Q is the angle between the segment and the

horisontal plane, For tracks all having the same

value of & ,

\ = ^ + COS© (i-x) + sir) e h~y) ~ L ,

(3)

since 1= x and 9 = y. Also

= £* + (^-X)^ + Sir)*"© (7~!f)Z +" 2 COS 0 £(W)

2sifjo £(7-7.) + Z.SII70cos0 (i-*)(y-y) ^(4)

Because of the independence of ( £ - x), ( 9 - y), and

£ ,

I (*-*) = £ (*- x)

£ (7-y) = £ (7-5)

(*-*)(?-l) = CM (7-5) , (5)

and since % - x, 7 « y, equation (4) reduces to

A1 = iz + Q-*)z +■ (7'^)r • (6)

Hence

^ = (X-x)2 = V-(xf = t2-(t)' * w'e 1TW +
sio^o (l-yy

- s*" -1- tosxe (S-x)1 + (7 7.)*. (7)
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2his still refers to tracks inclined to the horizontal

plane at an angle ©. Since, according to the

assumptions, A = i is independent of ©, a~z for all

angles may be obtained from cre2 by simple averaging:

I
= j cr0 P(e) J® • (8)
0 =O

Here P(©)d© is the probability distribution of

angles © • Prom Figure 3 it can be seen that the

assumption of an isotropic spatial distribution implied
that P( ©) = cos © • Ihen

<r2 = s*

f ¥ ?
Jcos e «3© + 0-*>*j Cos 30 /sin c/e

e^o e^a

= sx + J-O-*)* + fin -$)* . (9)

Shis derivation makes no assumption about the

natures of the various populations' involved* However,
the validity of the expansion (1) depends upon the un¬

certainty in the measurements of horizontal and verticf
al projection being small compared to the segment

lengths. Phis invalidates formula (9) for use with

low energy electron tracks# It should be applicable

to the OL -track measurements if suitable values are

taken for (|-x) and (9-y)1 • Upon consideration of
the various factors involved, these are taken to be

0.04 microns2 and 0*25 microns2 respectively. For

normal distributions of ^ and y about x and y,
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these would correspond to curves whose widths at the

points of inflection were 0.4 microns and 1.0 microns

respectively. Using these values, equation (9) shows

that the observational errors increase the square of

the true population standard deviation by 0,11
p

microns .

She above derivation obtains only the measured

standard deviation in terms of the true one. If it is

desired to determine the complete measured distribution,
more involved considerations are necessary, fhese are

given in Appendix I*

II.3. She Depth Correction.

To compute the distance in the original emulsion

between two nearby points, it is necessary to measure

both the horizontal and vertical projections of the

straight line segment joining them. As stated on page

26, the former was measured with a calibrated eye¬

piece graticule and the latter with the fine-focussing

adjustment of the microscope, fhe problem to be dis¬

cussed now is that of determining the relationship

between the true vertical projection of the segment

in the original emulsion and the angle through which

the fine adjustment must be turned, when examining the

processed plates, in order to change the plane of

focus from one end of the segment to the other*. fhis

+ In order to minimize lag in the fine adjustment
mechanism, the microscope tube was always racked
upwards during measurement.
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relationship may be conveniently expressed as,

vertical projection )
in unprocessed ) = K x reading of fine ad-
emulsion ) justment scale#

It is then necessary to determine K and to study
its variation with position in the emulsion and with

steepness of track. There are essentially two ways

of doing this:

(i) One may create in the original emulsion a

population of tracks having a known angular distribut¬

ion, and choose K such that the observed angular dis¬

tribution is identical with it.

(ii) One may create in the original emulsion a

population of tracks whose range distribution is a

known function of steepness, and choose K such that

the observed range distribution is the same function

of steepness.

Using a modification of method (i) in which a

spatially isotropic distribution of ot-tracks was ob¬

tained by bombarding lithium loaded plates with

thermal neutrons, Rotblat and Tai, (1949), found that

K is independent of depth in the emulsion. Using

method (ii), they found that the value of K obtained
from the ratio of the thicknesses of the unprocessed ahd

processed emulsions caused their ranges to increase wiph
track steepness, whereas they could expect that the
true ranges were independent of steepness. They con¬

cluded that this value of K is applicable to tracks
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whose angle with the horizontal is less than about

30°, but that a smaller value must he used for steeper

tracks, Jenny and I-Idrlimann (1951) have pointed out

that if Eotblat and Tai had decreased their value of

K by 23$ they would have observed no dependence of

length on angle * Their own work indicated that K is

indeed independent of both depth in the emulsion and

steepness of track* Again, Horan (1953) has exposed
210

plates to Po <x- particles and, in agreement with

Eotblat and Tai, observed an increase of length with

angle, whereas G-reenberg and Haslam (1953) have re¬

marked that if Eoran had used a lower shrinkage factor

he would have observed none. These latter authors have

applied both methods (1) and (ii) of page 32, and like

Jenny and Mrlimanil, have reached the conclusion that

K is independent of steepness and depth,
Eotblat and Tai (1949) suggest as explanation of

their observed dependence of K on steepness that dur¬

ing shrinkage, grains on a steep track come into con¬

tact with each other, and so are prevented from

following the further displacement of the emulsion.

The important range measurements of the present work
are of the tracks of electrons which, except at the

very ends of their paths, have a much lower grain den¬

sity than those of the heavily ionising o<- particles
studied by Eotblat and Tai. Eor this reason, and also
because the method of depth correction used in this
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work is modelled on those of Jenny and Hflrlimann (1951]

and Greenberg and Haslam (1953), K is considered to be

independent of track angle.

Under ordinary conditions of observation, K may

not be constant in time. Its variation with the relat¬

ive humidity of the surrounding air has been investig¬

ated by Martin (1949). In the present investigation a

day to day change of 7fo was not uncommon. However,

this variation was not so rapid as to cause a change

in the ratio of the vertical projection of a segment

to the overall thickness of the processed emulsion at

a fixed reference point. Therefore, this overall

thickness was measured at the beginning and end of

each session of observations, and the vertical pro¬

jection of each segment was expressed as such a ratio.

It then remained only to find the thickness of unpro¬

cessed emulsion to which the overall thickness at the

reference point corresponded. This was done by method

(ii) of page 32.

The tracks used for this purpose were those of

the AcX c*-particles* Let M be an assumed thickness

of unprocessed emulsion corresponding to the overall
thickness at the reference point and 1(1 + e) be the

true thickness. The problem now is the determination

of € . For a track for which the horizontal project¬

ion is £ microns, the depth scale reading y divisions,
and at a time when the depth scale reading for the

+- For con-firmat ion of the identification of -these

tracKS see §11.4- below.
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overall thickness of the processed emulsion at the

reference point is d»

computed length = y **" "*" ("ir ,

true length = £ = ^ .j)2"
Then z'*- z* = -(~T^) e^+6^

("S
I- ^z = - -^--r £(*♦ O = - e(i+t) s.ri1©'Z' £l

where ©' is the track angle computed on the "basis of

the assumed M. Then

» Z
Z ~ ^ '

The AcX oi -tracks did not all have the same true

range. However the mean true range,~z, should have beeiji
independent of angle. Then from (11) the mean measured

range, ~z^ should have had the follo\7ing angular depend-)*
ence*

2'(si*] e'j- z —_ . ^
^ \ + e (7-+t) Sin *-0 '

For purposes of comparison with experiment it is useful,

to have the average value of Z' (sin ©') over a finite

range of sin ©'* To get this from (12) one must have

the probability distribution of sin . If it is

assumed, as in §11.2, that the true angle, 0, is

distributed isotropically, the distribution of sin® ,

P(sin ©), Is given by (see Figure 3» page 30 ).
P (smS) d (sine) ~ d(*irt0).

+ £'(sin ©') indicates that z' is to be regarded
as a function of sin 0' .
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Then the distribution of sin ©' is simply

P'(s.V.e') d("«e') = d's",6') (13)

Prom the equation tan 6 = (1 + e ) tan Q'f it follows

immediately that *•« e - _£'•*•«* <•*">» g*) and hence
yrr uwe1'

p («.«•)JCirtB') =T-_—-^]IA (14
fhen the mean value of 2' (sin 0) over that range of &'
for which h, < sm 0'< h2 , which is designated as 1*" ,h. hz
is *>* ** .

r__ _r <n (sine')
7. =| 2 *(5»Vie») p(jioe') d(sihe') = (i+t)2 / —- _ ^ a-
1,1, I 7 t, + t(uf)s«nl6']

Jirt e'= A, sirt 0'=

Ihx • (15)
Sin It»

Making use of the expansions

arcTan 4> - $ ^ "3" 4* * +
c|>" < I

— 1 — cj>^~ -+ — cji6 + .....
« + «?>'

equation (15) can he written" " ""

Y — T(l+fc) s">e'- ~f~ ©Cv e) s.«V +■ ]£V6)ls.nS0' [|
Sin O = li|

(16

= I (»*0 "T * fcJ», + ^ ")j
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where the terms of higher orders of € have "been

neglected since € is small.

Now if the range of sin g' (i.e. 0 to 1) is

divided up into equal intervals, and if the lower and

upper limits of a typical interval are h-. and h0

respectively, a plot of ^ versus (h22 + hgh^ + h-^2)
should, according to (16)» yield a straight line of

slope — j€Z (1 +e )(2 + €)(h2 - h^) and intercept
Z (1 + 6)(h2 - &]_)* From the ratio of these quan¬
tities, € is directly obtainable.

Figure 4 shows such a plot for the best 400

tracks measured. Here (h^ - h^)is taken to be 0.1, and
the track lengths were computed on the basis of an

assumed I of 182 y-,+ since work on a previous plate
indicated that this was a reasonable value. She

vertical line at each point represents plus and minus

the standard deviation of # as computed from

the lengths of the tracks in the particular interval

of sin 0*. The trend line shown is that obtained by

the method of least squares, weighting each point with

the square of the reciprocal of its estimated standard

deviation. The point for the interval 0.9 < sin ft'<1

(64°9' < © < 90°) has been omitted in this calculation

since it was felt that the shrinkage behaviour of such

+ The reason that this is considerably less than
the nominal thickness of 200/*- is that the
emulsion surface was rubbed during processing
to remove surface stain (see page 21),
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steep oc-tracks would be totally different from that

of electron tracks* Prom the ratio of the least

squares slope and intercept it has been calculated

that the true overall thickness at the reference point
should have been 183*4 * 0,4 . (She figure given

here for the uncertainty is the standard deviation of

182(1 + € ) computed on the basis of the observed

standard deviation of each value of ^ and on the
functional dependence of € on these values of .2'

»*• hi

as expressed by the method of least squares).

II. 4 2he (X-ranges.

The 3-1 disjunction of the AcX stars illustrated

in Figures 2a to 2h could conceivably have been caused

by the diffusion of either An or AcB or C, that is,

the separated ex-track may have been that of either

the first or fourth <x-particle in the series

22%a —> 20^Pb (see Figure 1, page 3 ). If the

mechanism of star formation proposed by Eichholz and

Flack (1951) is correct, only the electrically neutral

An should have been capable of diffusion, and hence the

population of separated oc-tracks should have been

identical with the population of AcX ex-tracks. How¬

ever, Deiaers (1947) has detected diffusion in a nucleajr
emulsion of ThA, ThB, ThC and ThC' as well as Tn.

Hence it is of importance to investigate this question
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further in the ease of the actinium series,

To this end, measurements were performed of the

ranges of all four of the ql-tracks radiating from

each of 100 stars in which no diffusion had taken

place, A histogram of these measurements is shown in

Figure 5» Also shown there are a histogram of the

measured ranges of those separated AcX ot-traeks in

which no discernible bends occurred, and a histogram

computed on the following assumptions:

(i) She energies of the mono-energetic groups

of (X-particles emitted by AcX, An, AcA and AcC are

those given in the fable of Isotopes (Hollander,

Perlman, Seaborg, 1953),

(ii) Ihe ranges of the tracks of a mono-energetic

group of cx-partieles are distributed normally with

mean equal to the value given by the mean range-energy

calibration of Rotblat (1950) and with standard deviate

ion equal to one micron,

fhis histogram is normalised to 400 tracks since it is

to be compared to the histogram of the c* -tracks from

the 100 stars. It is clear that the computed and

observed histograms agree fairly well, which serves to

confirm assumptions (i) and (ii), fhe few anomalously

long and short tracks are probably caused by the line

shape for the tracks of a mono-energetic group not go¬

ing to sero as strongly as the normal curve for large
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deviations from the mean.

It is also clear from Figure 5 that the histogram
of separated oc-tracks coincides with the computed AcX

histogram rather than with the computed AcC histogram.
Of the 457 ranges of separated tracks, only the long¬

est ten or fifteen could have heen due to AcC oc-part¬

icles. However, in each of these cases the other three

oc -tracks, the ones radiating from the 3-traclc star,

were too long to he attributable to AoX oc-particles,

and indeed had ranges compatible with the assumption

that they were due to the oc-particles of An, AcA and

AcC. It is therefore concluded that the population of

separated oc-tracks is identical with the population

of AcX oc-particle tracks.

Figure 6 shows the contributions of the component

groups of the AcX oc-spectrum, computed on assumptions

(i) and (ii) of this section. She histogram of

ranges of the separated oc-tracks is shown here as

well. From this figure it is evident that the energy

differences between the grotips are too small compared

with the resolution of the nuclear emulsion to enable

the oc-track measurements of this work to be of any

value in the analysis of the AcX oc-spectrum.
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CHAPTER III.

CONVERSION ELECTRON SPECTROMETRY IN NUCLEAR EMULSIONS.

111*1. Introduction.

Erora the point of view of nuclear emulsion

spectrometry the most important attribute of the con¬

version electron spectrum is its discreteness. Each

homogeneous group of electrons produces its character¬

istic population of tracks; the total track population

of the plate is the superposition, with appropriate in¬

tensities, of these characteristic populations. In

spectrometry, the total population is inferred from a

random sample of tracks and then an attempt is made to

analyse this into its component characteristic groups.

Clearly, the population of tracks produced by a mono-

energetic group of electrons is of fundamental import¬

ance in this work. Therefore, this chapter will begin

with a discussion of the nature of this population.

Then the problem of analysing an observed histogram

will be considered. Some of the points raised will be

illustrated in the last part of the chapter when the

experimental results on the AcX internal conversion

spectrum are presented.

III.2. The Track Distributions.

When a rapidly moving electron interacts with the

atoms of a surrounding material, its energy is decreas¬

ed by three different processes? excitation,
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ionisation, and Bremsstrahlung (radiation). To compar^
the importance of the radiation losses to the other

two processes, an approximate formula given "by Be the
and Heitler (1934) can he used:

( al \
\ dR / rad- £ 2

/ dE \ ^ 816,000 * (17)
I dR /\ 'exctX.

This refers to electrons of energy E keV moving in a

material of atomic number £ . dE is the average

energy lost by these particles in moving the distance

JR. 5 is frequently referred to as the stopping

power. For 350 kcT electrons, the most energetic ones

encountered in this investigation, and for silver, the

heaviest atom in the nuclear emulsion, this ratio is

about • Hence the ionization and excitation pro¬

cesses are principally responsible for the degradation

of the energy of the electron.

The average energy transferred In a single collis¬

ion is of the order of 20 eV. Thus an electron of

initial energy 200 keV will experience about 10,000 of

them. For a process of this sort - one consisting of

an enormous number of very small additive contributions
- the central limit theorem of statistics shows that

most characteristics of the overall process are dis¬

tributed normally. However these conditions are not

rigorously met in the stopping of electrons since al¬

though the average energy loss per collision is small,
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large single-energy transfers do oocur. The result is

that instead of the characteristics "being distributed

normally, and hence symmetrically, the distribution is

skew. This effect is due principally to Bremsstrah-

lung. The reason is that for ionization and excitat¬

ion collisions a large energy transfer is much less

probable than a small one. But in the case of

Bremsstrahlung the probability is roughly the same for

emission of photons of all energies up to very nearly

that of the incident electron# Hence, although the

total energy transferred is governed principally by

ionization and excitation, phenomena which depend upon

the rare large collisions are governed by Bremsstrah¬

lung.

The tracks produoed by electrons whose initial

energies are between about 20 and 350 keV are conven¬

iently described by either their path lengths (ranges)
or grain numbers# The concept of path length is more

ambiguous than it at first appears. For, during the

occasional large ionizing collision the incident

electron may transfer enough energy to the atomic

electron to enable the latter to produce a track of

its own# Because of the indistinguishability of

electrons, and because the incident electron can trans¬
fer any fraction of its energy to the atomic electron,
it is absolutely impossible to say \7hich of the result¬
ant tracks is due to the deflected incident electron#
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All that can. he concluded is that the collision has

resulted in two electrons having energies great enough

to produce tracks. Thus the configuration of grains

is not linear and the expression "length of an

electron track" requires farther definition. In cases

such as this the convention is usually adopted that

the longer of the two branches is taken as the track

of the deflected incident electron. The principal ad¬

vantage of this is the ease with which it can he form¬

ulated analytically, e.g. if the probability that an

electron of energy E transfers an amount of energy be¬

tween € and£+de in a single collision is j^(€)de ,

then the probability of an observed (according to the

above convention) energy transfer between € and e+de
is*5" (e-O | d£ and the maximum single
energy transfer is equal to — ♦

She best method of incorporating the length of

the shorter of the two branches is the one that results

in the smallest width for the track measurement popul¬

ation produced by a mono-energetic group of electrons.

As has been pointed out, the amount of straggling de¬

pends principally on the radiation losses. For this
reason it is usuajLly considered that the contribution

to the line width due to those collisions that produce

branch tracks is so small that it is not worth taking

+ Shis is not strictly true since the longer of the
two branches is not necessarily produced by the
more energetic of the two electrons.
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aceount of the ranges of the shorter of the two branch

tracks# However, the usual practice is to count all

the grains in "both the branches, The idea here is

that the grain number should depend on the total

ioniaation, i.e. primary and secondary, in analogy
with proportional counter methods#

The first experimental investigations of the
in nuclear emulsion

populations of tracks^produced by mono-energetic
groups of electrons were those performed by Zajac and

Boss (1949)# They exposed HT2A and HT4 plates to

the (3-rays of Pb212, Bi210 and Ir192 in a low resol¬

ution p -spectrometer. By examining the tracks

entering the surface of their emulsion within a

2 mm x 0,5 mm rectangle they obtained energy distributf
ions whose half-widths were 1.2 keV at 30 keV and 2,3

keV at 250 keV. They measured both the ranges and

grain numbers of tracks produced by electrons of

energies 30» 40, 50, 60, 80, 100, 147, 200 and 250 keV
The number of tracks measured at each energy (25 to 50[)
was too small to justify an exact analysis of the line

shape. The present author has tested these distribut¬
ions for departure from normality using their third

and fourth moments (Fisher, 1950), Ho significant

departure was revealed, Ho\vever, when dealing with
small samples such tests are rather insensitive.

The standard deviation of each of these grain

count and range distributions is about 20$ of its
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mean, a result very similar to that obtained "by

Williams (1930) from his measurements of the ranges

of 20 ke? electron tracks in a cloud chamber# Since

there is approximate proportionality between group

width and mean, it is convenient to plot histograms

with log range or log grain count as abscissae. In

the case of low grain numbers this procedure breaks

down since a logarithmic interval may have zero

population simply because there is no integer whose

logarithm falls between limits of the interval. But

the advantage of having the group width independent of

energy fully compensates for this slight difficulty,
fhe mean range for each energy was found by Zajac

and Boss to be in close agreement with the value pre¬

dicted by collision theory. for the emulsion was
dR

computed using Marton's and Schiff's (1941) ionization

potentials in the Bethe (1933) stopping power express¬

ion, and the mean range for a homogeneous group of
electrons of initial energy E was taken as,

e

It has been pointed out by Williams (1928) that this

procedure is not correct, The quantity that should
have been integrated is rather than 1j JL #tSE / tJR

She first of these quantities refers to the mean



FIGURE7.
MEANRANGEvs.ENERGYFORMONO-ENERGETIC GROUPSOFELECTRONS

CALIBRATIONOFZAJACANDROSS(.1949) EXPERIMENTALVALUE ENERGYOFMONO-ENERGETICGROUP(keV)
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distance & gone toy particles all of which lose

energy dE , whereas the second refers to the mean

energy JE lost toy particles all of which move a dis¬

tance JR . She numerical difference "between these two

quantities arises toecause of the straggling of the

energy loss and the non-linearity of RlE) . Although
this difference is small, the fact that it is so univ¬

ersally ignored makes it worth while to give a calcul¬

ation of it (see Appendix II).

Figure 7 shows the observed mean ranges of Zajac

and Ross and the curves obtained by integrating 1 /Jf
75 '

and —- • It is seen there that the correctly cal-dfe

culated mean-range vs.energy curve gives a slightly

poorer fit with the observations than does the incor¬

rectly calculated one.

III.3. The Use of Smoothing in Uuclear Emulsion

Spectrometry.

The results of a series of track measurements

are usually displayed as a frequency histogram. The

next step is the analysis of the observed histogram

into its component mono-energetic groups. In the course
of this work one frequently encounters the following

problem: given a certain amount of structure in one

portion of the observed histogram, does this represent
a genuine feature of the population which has been
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sample d or is it merely due to statistical fluctuation??

If the sample is sufficiently large the effect of the

statistical fluctuations will he negligible, hut since

it is uneconomical to measure enormous numbers of

trades it is important to develop techniques for deal¬

ing with smaller samples.

Whereas the true population distribution will be

described by a smooth curve, the contribution of the

statistical fluctuations to the observed histogram

will usually be a series of irregular "peaks" and

"valleys". Hence if this discontinuous histogram is

replaced by the smooth curve which retains its prin¬

cipal features but not its irregular fluctuations,

one is at least moving in the right direction. In

statistical practice this is usually done by fitting

the best (in the least-squares sense) polynomial of

degree n to each adjacent set of m points (m > n)

and taking the value of this polynomial at the centre

of its range as the ordinate of one point of the

smoothed curve. By varying m and n one can obtain

different degrees of smoothing.

But this procedure is rather arbitrary since by

choosing a suitable degree of smoothing one can sup¬

press whatever detail one desires. More confidence
could be placed in any particular method if it could
be tested under controlled conditions, that is if one
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could see what it does to a random sample from a known

population. If such a population were available, and
if its distribution ?/ere similar to the ones that can

be expected to be encountered, it would be possible to

determine experimentally whether or not smoothing is

of any use, and if so, which smoothing method is best.

A simple way of constructing such a population will novr

be illustrated.

Pigure 9a is a curve which the author has drawn

to resemble a distribution that will be encountered in

§111.4. By dividing the abscissa into equal intervals

and by integrating over eaeh interval, the histogram of

Pigure 8a is obtained. To obtain a population whose

relative frequencies are given by this histogram one

need only •.■rite a different number at the boundary be¬

tween each adjacent pair of intervals such that these

numbers form an ascending series, and such that the

number of integers between the tvvo numbers bordering

any interval is proportional to the histogram frequency

for that interval. Por example, if one of two adjacent

frequencies is double the other, the series of numbers

written at the boundaries of these two intervals might

be 100% , 200% , 250% . If, now, one had a random

sequence of integers in which the occurrence of any

integer was equally probable, the probability that an

integer from that sequence would fall between the
numbers bordering any interval would be proportional
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to the histogram frequency for that interval. Random

sequences of integers are available in published tables

and so, in effect, a population has been constructed

whose relative frequencies are described by the given

histogram.

This has been done for the histogram of Figure 8a.

Three samples of 343 h integers chosen in succession

from the random sequence given by Fisher and Yates

(1949) yield the histograms of Figures 8b, c and d.

Applying Spencer1s 15-term formula (Kendall, 1952) to
these histograms one obtains the smoothed curves shown

in Figures 9b, c and d, respectively. It can be seen

immediately that although each smoothed curve has the

same principal features as the true distribution

(Figure 9a), there remains a residual lumpiness which

one might erroneously interpret as a genuine property

of that distribution. ' By applying a more powerful

smoothing method, Spencer's 21-term formula (Kendall,

1932), to the sampling histograms of Figures 8b, c and

d, one obtains the curves of Figures 10b, c and d.

The residual lumpiness has been decreased, and for

the present application the 21-term formula is the
better of the two. Reference to the sampling histo¬

grams, the smoothed curves, and finally to the true
distribution makes it clear that smoothing is of value

when one attempts to infer a parent distribution from

+ The number 343 was chosen because this happened
to be the siae of the sample in the set of
observations for which the best smoothing method
was wanted.
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observed data. But even so one is not justified in

associating every ripple in the smoothed curve with a

ripple in the parent. Figures 9 and 10 show that with

a parent distribution of this type and for a sample of

this size, such ripples can be introduced into the

smoothed curve by statistical fluctuations in the

sampling histogram.

III.4. The AcX Internal Conversion Spectrum:

Experimental Results.

As stated on page 23» difficulty was frequently

encountered in the attempt to decide whether the

origin of an electron track was coincident with the

separated ol-track or with the 3- ol -track star. If

an electron track"5" was definitely associated with the

separated ot-track (that is, if it was definitely

attributable to an AcX conversion electron) it was re¬

corded as a 'certain' electron. If the association

was possible but not definite the electron was record¬

ed as 'doubtful'. For the 809 events satisfying the

criterion of acceptance there were 390 'certain'

electrons distributed among 367 events. There were

260'doubtful'electrons. Some of these were associat¬

ed with events that had 'certain' electrons as well,

A configuration of grains was not recorded as a
track unless it consisted of three or more
grains. One- or two-grain tracks were indis¬
tinguishable from irregularities at the beginning
of the AcX ol -particles.
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but there were 172 events with which 'doubtful' electron s

alone were associated. The remaining 270 events were

unaccompanied by AcX conversion electrons.

Of the 390 'certain' electrons it was possible to

estimate the grain numbers of 354» and to measure the

ranges of 343. In the other cases the tracks passed

out of the emulsion or were not sufficiently well-

defined to yield definite grain jounts or range meas¬

urements. Histograms of frequency vs. log grain num¬

ber and log range (see page 46) are shown in Figures 11

and 12. The smoothed curves were obtained with

Spencer's 21-term formula. It is evident that these

spectra are substantially the same.

Figure 14 shows an attempt to make simultaneous use

of the ranges and grain numbers. Each of the 343 tracl:s

for which both measurements could be obtained was re¬

presented by a point in a range-grain number plane.

These points were grouped into intervals by a series

of equally spaced lines drawn perpendicular to the re¬

gression line. The frequency histogram drawn along the

diagonal shows the number of points in each interval.

Whether this histogram will exhibit better resolution

than the range or grain number histograms taken separ¬

ately depends upon the nature of the correlation be¬

tween the ranges and grain numbers of tracks produced

by a mono-energetie group of electrons. If this cor¬

relation has a coefficient near to +1, nothing is gained
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by combining the data since either measurement deter¬

mines the other# However if the correlation coeffic¬

ient were less than +1, and especially if it were

negative, one would expect to get the greatest resolut¬

ion from the histogram obtained from the 'scatter-poinl

diagram'. A thorough study of this range-grain number

correlation for a mono-energetic group of electrons

has not been performed* From the fact that the histo¬

gram using the combined data shows little improvement

over the others, it can be concluded that this correla^
ion is not far from unity.

That this should be so is not obvious. According

to the calculations of Zajac (194-9) "fc*1® stopping power

of the silver halide grains of the nuclear emulsion

is about four times that of the gelatine. From this

one might expect that of two electrons of the same

initial energy, the one that loses more of its energy

in the gelatine would have the longer range, whereas

the other would produce a track with a higher grain

number. The observed correlation confirms the state¬

ment made on page 43 that it is the large single trans-f-
fers that govern the straggling, since these would

affect both the ranges and grain numbers in the same

way.

These histograms, being confined to the 'certain'

electrons, may not give a true picture of the AeX
internal conversion spectrum. A histogram for the 195
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'doubtful' electrons whose grain number could be ascer-

tained is shown in Figure 13. It clearly has a relat-

ively lower intensity of tracks having grain numbers

between about 12 and 53 than the histogram for the

'certain' electrons, This is not inconsistent with the

assumption that the 'doubtful' and 'certain' electrons

have the same energy spectrum, since electron tracks

with such grain numbers are less subject to difficult¬

ies of interpretation than those with either larger or

smaller grain numbers.

The existence of so many 'doubtful* tracks makes

a detailed analysis of the line shapes shown in

Figures 11, 12, and 14 unjustified. Also, the discrete¬
ness of the grain numbers introduces irrelevant feat¬

ures at low energies into the first and third of these^
However the spectra can safely be resolved into four

main regions, and upper and lower limits for the

populations of these regions can be given. The regions

are shorn by shading in Figure 14, and the populations

are given in Table IT. The approximate energy limits

were obtained by applying the mean-range vs. energy

calibration of Zajac and Boss (1949). The absolute

intensities listed in this table will provide the

basis of the discussion of the next chapter.

The electron trades of Group I include those

produced by 1-Auger electrons. Therefore, in seeking
evidence of cascade de-excitation from electron-electron
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coincidencesj all cases are excluded in which one

electron track "belongs to Group I. Shis leaves 12

events having two 'certain* electron tracks, 18 events

having one 'certain' and one 'doubtful' track, and 50

events in which two tracks were 'doubtful'. A dis¬

cussion of the details of these cascade events will be

given in § IT.7 , page 86 .
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CHAPTER IV

THE LEVEL SCHEME OF THE EXCITED STATES OF ACTIEOH

IV,1. Introduction.

The purpose of this chapter is the determination

of those characteristics of the level scheme of An

that are implied by the data presented in §111.4.

This will "be done according to the follov/ing general

procedure:

If A set of assumptions will he made about the
level structure of An and the intensities and multi-

polarities of the transitions connecting the levels,

2. On the basis of this set of assumptions the

expected track frequencies of the regions of Table IV

will be computed.

3. These expected frequencies will be compared

with the observed frequencies, and the significance of

any deviations will be estimated with the %2-test.
4. If the expected and observed frequencies

are consistent within some previously chosen level of

significance4" no conclusion will be drawn from the

calculation. However if there is a significant dis¬

crepancy, the assumptions made in Step 1 will be re¬

jected.

+ A level of significance will be used
throughout this chapter.
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5. In the latter event an alternative set of

assumptions will he made and Steps 1 to 4 repeated,
This will he continued until all assumptions incon¬

sistent with the observations have been eliminated.

If more than one possible set of assumptions remains,
the observations of this experiment cannot decide be¬

tween them.

In trying to extract the maximum amount of infor¬

mation from rather crude data of the sort presented in

Table IV, considerations of statistical validity must

be uppermost in one's mind. This is the reason for

the use of the indirect approach outlined above, If a

more direct calculation of the transition Intensities

is attempted, the effects of the statistical fluctuat¬

ions in the observations cannot be estimated with the

precision that the X*-test affords in Step 3.

In Step 2 It is necessary to relate the assumed

transition intensities to the frequency of emission of

the internal conversion electrons. This requires a

knowledge of the internal conversion coefficients of

these transitions. These coefficients are taken from

the most recent calculations of Rose et al. (1954),

The Zajae-Ross range-energy calibration is used to
attribute, according to its energy, each conversion
line to one of the regions of Table IV. Finally, one

must have the fractional contributions to each region

made by the individual conversion lines, i.e. the
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relative intensities of these lines. These are given

by the estimates made by Hahn and Meitner (1925) and

Surugue (1937) of the photographic blackening of each

line, as recorded in their magnetic spectrographs,
normalised with Arnou.lt's (1939) curve of photographic

sensitivity vs. electron energy. This Btep is necess¬

ary because the observations of the present work are

unable to resolve the individual conversion lines.

IV.2. The X2-Test of 'Goodness of Pit.'

In this section an outline is given of those
2

properties of the X-distribution that are necessary

for the calculations to follow.

Consider a set of measurements performed on N

individuals drawn at random from some infinite popul¬

ation. It is assumed that these measurements can be

grouped into k distinguishable classes. let Hi be

the number of measurements observed to fall into the

i^*1 class ( Jl = n) . Furthermore, associated
i-l

with the i^1 class there is assumed to be a probability

p., which is the probability that a single measure-

ment falls into the ith class (Z ft = » ) . Form the*
L-l

quantity

If another sample of the same size is drawn a new set
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H«. are determined, and, in general, these will

yield a different value of X* . If this process is

repeated a large number of times, the population of

values of X2 generated in this way ?;ill have approxi¬

mately the following distribution"1" (Kendall, 1952):

Kx*)<Kxl) = p^T)2¥ (x1) 1 e2* d(xl).
Here k - 1 is called the number of degrees of freedom.

It is equal to the number of classes whose populations

can be varied independently. The Np^ are referred to
as expectation values.

The probability of an observed value of X2
exceeding X* is therefore

co

X.1
1,1
Z0 is tabulated as a function of F and k - 1 in the

Tables of Fisher and Yates (1949)#

How suppose that the p. are unknown, but that a

possible set can be computed on the basis of some

hypothesis made about the population. It Is desired
to test this hypothesis by comparing the values of Hpi
so computed with an observed set, TTj_ • At the outset
a 'level of significance1, F, is chosen and the corres¬

ponding x!(f) is obtained from the published tables,.
Then it Is stated that the hypothesis will be rejected

+ This involves the further assumption that Hp^ is
greater than about 5 for each i.



TABLE • Y

Internal Conversion Coefficients for Z = 86

(from the results of Hose at al. (1954))

Transition
energy
(keY)

122

Transition
polarity

2?
EL?
s

Internal Conversion Coefficients
Shell of Conversion

K

0.24
0.485
0.57
7.3
31

0.0254
0.0986
1.58
1.25
11

■"II
0.0101
1.30
30.4
0.114
1.20

•"III

0.00928
0.901
9.80

2.29

144

0.216
0.336
0.56
5.39

20

0.018
0.073
0.82
0.932
5.8

0.0056
0.702
13
0.0788
0.67

0.0059
0.475
3.95
0.0015
1.04

154
Mr
M2

0.163
0.285
0.54
4.39
16.5

0.0153
0.060
0.54
0.772
4.51

0*00528
0.515
9.4
0.072
0.54

0.0048
0.346
2.83
0.0015
0.779

268
0.0
0.088
0.945
2.72

6 0.00445
0.0156
0.158
0.561

0.00108
0.0455
0.0152
0.0739

0.0008
0.0226
0.0004
0.0511

f
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if the observed it exceeds X.*( F) . From the

definition of (f) it follows that even if the hypo¬
thesis were true, there would be a probability F that

it would be rejected according to this criterion.

It must be emphasized that this method does not

ascribe a probability to the hypothesis. It merely
states that the hypothesis is to be rejected if its

validity requires that the observed measurements are

in the extreme F x 100$ of the distribution. Nor does

a it less than X*(f) constitute a proof of the hypo¬

thesis. It indicates that the hypothesis fits the

available data5 it does not eliminate the possibility

that there are other hypotheses that fit the data

equally well.

IV. 3* The Internal Conversion Coefficients.

(Table V lists the internal conversion coefficients

of the principal transitions occurring during the re¬

organisation of excited An nuclei. They were taken

from the results of recent calculations of Rose et al.

(1954), in which the effect of screening is taken into

account using a Thomas-Fermi-Dirac central potential

in the Dirac equation. These calculations were per¬

formed for s a 15 to 85 inclusive, (intervals of 10)

and for energies between 25*54 keV and 1021.58 keV

(intervals of 25.54 and 102*16 keV). The values in



Table V were obtained by logarithmic extrapolation to

Z = 86, and logarithmic interpolation to the listed

transition energies#

These coefficients, taken individually, do not

provide all the information about conversion probab¬

ilities that is required in the ensuing calculations#

The reason is that according to the selection rules

for nuclear transitions, magnetic dipole and electric

quadrupole transitions between the same two nuclear

states may occur with comparable intensity. The same

is true for magnetic quadrupole and electric octupole

transitions, etc# For these mixed transitions, the

observed conversion probabilities are given simply by

linear combinations of the probabilities appropriate

to the pure transitions, namely those obtained from

Table Y. It is noteworthy that no interference occurs

between the two competing processes# This is connect¬

ed with the fact that the two radiation fields trans¬

form according to different irreducible representations

of the group of three-dimensional rotations (Casimir,

1936)# It is of interest to note that such interfer¬

ence effects are encountered in the study of the angul¬

ar correlations of successive nuclear radiations# In

this case, the fact that the intermediate nucleus is

polarized, and hence no longer invariant under the
group of spatial rotations, precludes the use of the

type of proof applicable to the internal conversion
process#
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It is a simple matter to work out the correct

linear combination of "pure" coefficients, let g "be
the fraction of the transitions that are electric

2*~+"-pole, and (1 - g) the fraction that are magnetic

2n-pole, Furthermore, let , ocL| , etc. "be the
internal conversion coefficients appropriate to the

former, and , $L| , etc. "be those appropriate to
the latter, Then it follows that,

Probability per transition B
of K-conversion a q + —

Probability per transition „

of It.,-conversion = q,—-If + (i-q)—r-~—

and analogous expressions apply to 12- and l^-conversioi.
Conversion in the I and higher shells is sufficiently

rare compared to K- and 1-conversion to justify its

omission in all the following calculations.

IV.4. The Magnetic Spectrum of the AcX Internal

Conversion Electrons.

fable VI summarizes the results pertaining to AcX

obtained in the magnetic spectrographs investigations

of Hahn and Meitner (1925) and Surugue (1937). It will,

be noted that this table is not symmetrical with res¬

pect to these two sets of results. The reason is that
in thbse cases in which a conversion line was contribut

ed to by several elements of the actinium series, Hahn
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
1 _ - - 8.02 .3 .3 3.5 BdAc,AcX L Auger
2 - - - 9.10 .07 .07 .76 AcX L Auger
3 - - - 17.75 12 12 76 AcX
4 - ~ — 21.70 .05 .05 .25 AcX -

5 23.7 20 92 23.71 1.5 1.5 6.9 RdAc 122 X

6 45.5 80 121 45.64 60 49 74 HdAc,AcX 144 K
7 48.2 10 13 - — - - - 9

8 55.9 100 100 55.70 100 100 100 EdAc,AcX 154 K
9 - - 59.20 .07 .07 .06 BdAc,AcX -

10 59.6 40 35 60.33 4.5 4.0 3.5 HdAc 9

11 - - 62.89 .3 .3 .24 AcX K Auger
12 - - - 64.07 .08 .08 .06 BdAc,icX K Auger
13 67.2 15 11 65.92 .2 .2 .15 BdAc,AcX K Auger
14 - - - 76.30 .05 .05 .03 AcX K Auger
15 - - - 78.49 .05 .05 .03 - K Auger
16 79.3 10 6 81.04 .4 .4 .22 BdAc,AcX 179 K
17 81.8 10 6 84.54 .2 .2 .11 BdAc,AcX 182 K
18 - - - 98.32 1.5 1.5 .78 AcX ?

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

104.2

112.9
125.9

136.1

133.7

147.2
151.3

170.9
175.9
179.9

223.0
236.9
250.9

10

10
50

50

25

15
15

100
25
15

30
30
30

6
31

33

17

11
11

77
20
12

25
26
26

103.8
104.3

129.9
130.9
133.7
134.3
136.0
139.1
146.5
149.2
151*3
161.8
169.8

181.5
213.4
223.6
238.2
249.0
261.4
304.1
329.6
346
426

.05

.7

.1

.07

.05

.7

.6

.05
20

.05
2
.05

2.5
.4
.1
.05
.05
.05

.05

.7

.1

.07

.05

.7

.6

.05
20

.05
2
.05

2.0

.1

.05

.05

.05

1.05
.03

3T8
.45
.06

5.4
.7
.05
.04
.5
.44
.04

15.5

.05
1.7
.05

1.8

.1

.05

.05

.05

An
An

HdAc
BdAc
AcX
AcX
AcX
AcX
AcX

BdAc,AcX

AcX
BdAc,AcX

AcX, An
AcX
AcX

BdAc,AcX, An
BdAc,AcX

AcX
AcX

AcX,
active dep.

AcX

122 IT
122 Lit
211 K
144 Li
144 in
144 Liu

lit I1'11III
154 U
154 N
179 L
268 K

An
?

322 1
335 I
268 :

322 L
?

444 K

444 L

Column Leadings: (1), line number. (2), (3) and (4), energy (keV), relative blacken¬
ing and relative intensity in the AcX spectrum of Hahn and lieitner. (5) and
(6), energy (keV) and relative blackening in Surugue spectrum. (7), blackening
attributable to AcX (see page 63and discussion below). (8), relative inten¬
sities for AcX. (9), Surugue's attribution. (10), present interpretation
(AcX lines).

Note: The factor given by Arnoult (1939) was used to convert the relative blacken-
ings of columns (3 J and (7) into the relative intensities of columns (4) and
(8), respectively.

Lines
Line

Line

3,5,6,8,19,20,22,23,24. See discussion below.
10. Prom Prilley et al. (1954) it can be estimated that 4.0 of the
blackening 4.5 (Surugue) comes from AcX.
38. Prom Hahn and Meitner it can be estimated that 2.0 of the
blackening 2.5 (Surugue) comes from AcX.
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and Meitner gave the fractional contribution of each

to the total "blackening of the line* Surugue gave only

the total "blackening* For the more important of these

lines it is now possible, principally because of the

work of Frilley et ai. (1954)» to make reasonable

estimates of the AcX contributions to the blackening

observed by Surugue* These estimates, together with

Surugue's values for the total blackening are given

in Table VI. Listed there are all the lines attribut¬

ed in whole or in part to the AcX disintegration, and

also a few lines to which Surugue has given a differ¬

ent attribution* The energies given in Table 71 were

computed from the experimental values of 3f , using

the physical constants listed by Dolond and Cohen

(1951) and taking for the F line of ThB (the line used

in both investigations for calibration purposes) a Bf

value of 1388*55 gauss-cm (Lindstrdm, 1951 )<> The

lines are divided into four energy groups, each corres¬

ponding to one of the regions of Table 17.

Table 711 shows the total relative intensity of

each of the four groups according to the results of

Hahn and Meitner, Surugue, and the present work. The

agreement is seen to be very poor. The relative in¬

tensities of the present work appear to fall somewhere

between the other two sets. For example, whereas the

Hahn and Meitner intensities for groups III and 17 are

roughly equal, Surugue's make the former about 5.5
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times as great as the latter. The present observat¬

ions indicate that the ratio is between 1.5si and 2:1.

Table VII illustrates the two most serious limitations

of the nuclear emulsion method as applied to AcX. On

the one hand, the measured absolute intensities can be

specified only within rather broad ranges due to the

large number of "doubtful" events. But even more

serious is the disparity that exists between the relat¬

ive intensities observed in the two magnetic spectro¬

graph^ investigations that have been performed, Com¬

pared with these two uncertainties, the effects of the

statistical fluctuations of the figures in column 3 of

Table VII are of secondary importance. Hence little

would have been gained by increasing the size of the

sample studied.

TABLE VII

Total Eelative Intensities of the Four Energy Croups
■■"(iionroalilaoclj to 100)

Group Hahn and leitner Surugue Present
Ho." (1925) (1937) Investigation

I 0 26.9 2.6 - 9.5

II 13.4 2.3

60.1

4.7 - 10.5

III 42.7 26.2 - 34.4

IV 43.9 10.7 13.5 - 23.2
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Table Til makes it evident that the data of Eahn

and leitner and Surugue cannot be used to obtain the

relative intensities of two lines of very different

energies. The method of the present investigation

requires, however, only the relative intensities with¬

in each of the four energy regions. The disparities

then are less serious than those shown in Table Til,

At each stage of the calculations to follow, the effect

of the remaining disagreement between the available

relative intensity data ¥/ill be explicitly stated,

IV,5* Discussion of the Transitions.

IT.5.1» The 144 keT transition.

Hahn and Meitner and Surugue agree that the con¬

version line at 45.6 keT arises partly from the RcLAc

decay and partly from the AcX decay. The RdAe con¬

tribution to Surugue's observed total blackening of

60 may be estimated as follows: The work of Prilley

et al. (1954) shows, in agreement with Hahn and Meit¬

ner, that in the conversion spectrum of pure RdAe

there exists a line at 43 keV whose intensity is 75 the
that of the RdAe contribution to the 45*6 keT line.

This 43 keT line produces a blackening of 10 on

Surugue's scale. Hence it can be concluded that

^ x 10 = 11 of the 60 of the blackening of the
45,6 keT line can be attributed to RdAc. If the
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remaining 49 is due to the AcX disintegration, this

45.6 keV line must be one of the strongest in the AcX

spectrum, This is the finding of Meitner (1925), who

attributes it to the K-eonversion of a strong 144 keV

transition"1". However, Surugue estimates that any AcX

contribution to the total observed Intensity is about

5$ of the EdAe contribution. This implies that a

strong 45.6 keV conversion line is associated with a

disintegration further down the series, a possibility

that cannot be ruled out by the results of the magnet¬

ic spectrograph work. If this were true a large numbef
of the 3-a-track stars studied in the present investig

ation would have been associated with 45.6 keV electron

tracks. lore precisely, if f is the probability of i

track occurring in Group III of the AcX spectrum,the

probability of a 45.6 kef electron track radiating

from a 3-&-t3?ack star, computed on the basis of

Surugue's data (see column 8, Table VI) must be f.

Then for a random sample of 809 events,

expectation number of electron

tracks in Group III = 809 f,

expectation number of electron
tracks radiating from the

74
„

3- ot-track stars = 809 x loo1 = 599 f.

+ The absorption edges (in keV) of element 86 are
(Cauchois and Hulubei, 1947): X, 98.4; h-, 18,04;
Ltt, 17,35; Iitttj 14.69; M., 4.46; ^TT» 4.15;

3.53; IJv7 3.00; l£, 2.89.
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At least 212 tracks were found to "be in group III, A

study of the 809 3-oc-track stars shoved that, at

most, 79 had tracks v/hose grain number was between 10

and 30, fhese should have included all the 45,6 keV

electron tracks, and tracks due to several other con¬

version lines of An and the active deposit as well.

Hence 79 must certainly be an upper limit to the num¬

ber of 45#6 kef electron tracks associated with the

809 3-^-track stars. Ho test the significance of the

disagreement between the observed and expectation

numbers, one forms

If f is taken to be 0.22, = 27» its minimum value

with respect to f. In this case ( 2 degrees of free¬

dom) this indicates that the disparity between observed

and expectation numbers is of enormous significance

(Fisher and Yates, 1949). If the relative intensities
of Ilahn and Meitner had been used the disparity would

have been still greater. Hence the hypothesis that

^ths of the observed blackening of the 45.6 keV con¬
version line is due to the disintegration of An or an

element further down the series must be rejected, and

its attribution to AcX by Meitner (1925) is confirmed,

leitner's assignment of this line to K-conversion of a
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X44 keV transition is supported by the observation of

an intense X -ray of this energy (Friiley, 1940; see

Sable II, page 13)» and by Hahn's and Meitner's obser¬

vation of relatively strong lines at energies approp¬

riate for Lj and 1-j- conversion of this transition,
Ihe energy tabulated by Surugue for this Lx line
appears to be about 4 keY too high,

IY.5.2, She 154 keY transition,

Surugue attributes a strong line at 55.7 keY to

the disintegrations of E&Ac and AcX, Hahn and leitner

find the AcX component, but not the EdAc one, Friiley

et al, (1954) find no 55.7 keY line in the EdAc spect¬

rum, Hence the full intensity of the 55.7 keY line can

be attributed to AcX, fhe presence of strong conversion
lines at the correct energies for 1T, IjT, and M-con-
version of a 154 keY transition confirms the 154 K

attribution of the 55.7 keY line made by both Meitner

(1925) and Surugue, Finally, Friiley (1940) observes

a strong 155 keY 7 -ray,

IY,5.3. The 268 keY transition,

Surugue attributes a line at 169,8 keY to EdAc

(274 K) and to AcX (268 K). As in the case of the 154
keY transition, Hahn and leitner observe only the AcX

component. She EdAc investigations of Friiley et al.

(1954) that have been published to date do not extend
above 61.5 keY, and so give no information pertaining
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to this line. The feebleness of the 274 keV byconver¬

sion line (intensity <.05) suggests that, in analogy
with the 154 keY transition, all the "blackening at

169.8 keY should he attributed to AcX. A strong line
is observed by both I-Iahn and Meitner and Surugue at

the energy appropriate for 268 keY I-conversion, and

Frilley (1940) observes a strong "J-ray at 270 keY and

its second order line at 134 keV (not listed in Table

II). There can be little doubt that intense transit¬

ions of 154 and 268 keY occur during the re-organizat-

ion of the excited states of An.

17.5*4. The 122 keY transition.

Both Hahn and leitner and Surugue find a moderate{-
ly strong line at 23*7 keY. Hahn and leitner attribute

it to the AcX decay, while Surugue attributes it to

BdAc. Frilley et al. (1954) say it is not a BdAc line|
The spectrum of Figure 14, page 52, shows an appreci¬

able intensity in the band 20-27 keV and supports the

attribution of the 23*7 keY line to AcX, In Figure 2b

the shorter electron track associated with the separatf
ed oc-track belongs to this line. It is proposed

that this line be assigned to X-conversion of a tran¬

sition of 122 keY. In support of this assignment

Frilley (1940) finds a 7-ray of 123 keV from AcX
and its derivatives. Further, there is a line in the

AcX spectrum of Eaten and Meitner at 104*2 keY and two
lines in Surugue's spectrum at 103*8 and 104*5 keY.
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Surugue's attribution of these lines to An is not

confirmed by Bennett (1938) (see page 12), It is

probable that these 104 keY lines are due to 1-

conversion of the 122 keY transition, However,
further work is required to make this assignment as

definite as those of the conversion lines of the 154

and 268 keY transitions.

There is a further difficulty in the low energy

region. A very strong line (17.75 keY) occurs in the

spectrum of Surugue which he attributes to AeX. There

is no visible counterpart in the apparently amply sen¬

sitive recordings of Hahn and leitner, This line is

disregarded in the following discussion,

17.6. The Modified Asaro Level Scheme.

17.6*1. General considerations.

The full lines of Figure 15 represent the levels

of the An nucleus as revealed by the OC -particle fine

structure investigation of Asaro (1953) (see Table I,

page 7). It can be seen that of the four transitions

discussed in §17.5» only the one of 144 ke7 can be

reconciled with this scheme. Yet the data of Tables II

and 71 provide strong evidence that transitions of 122,

154 and 268 keY also take place during the de-excitatio

of the excited states of An.

Furthermore, it can easily be shown that there
must almost certainly exist a level below that excited
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by the swiftest oc-particles. To see this, assume

that the Asaro scheme is complete and consider the

268 keV transition# It must arise above the 9<fo level
since the latter is only 211 keV above the Asaro grouncjl
level# But in this case its maximum intensity (per

disintegration) is 2$# Hence, for 809 disintegrations
the expectation value for the number of 268 keV tran¬

sitions is less than about ,02 x 809 » 16# Hence the

total expectation number of 268 ke? K- and L-eonversio^s
is less than about 16* Now Eahn's and leitner's total

relative intensity for group I? is 300* while their

combined 268 ke? K- and L-conversion intensities

amount to 103 (see Table YI). Then the hypothesis of

a 2# transition intensity for the 268 keV transition

requires, on the data of Hahn and Meitner, an expect¬

ation value for group IV of less than x 16 = 47

tracks. The number computed on the basis of Surugue's

data is even smaller. But at least 109 tracks were

observed in group IV. If the expectation value were

really 47 tracks* the actual numbers observed would

have an approximately normal distribution"1" with mean

equal to 4? and standard deviation equal to ^4 7.
Hence the observed 109 tracks would be a deviation

from the mean of approximately 9 standard deviations#

Since the probability of so great a deviation is

+ This method of estimating the significance of the
observed discrepancy is equivalent to the use of
a X*-test with"one degree of freedom.
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infinitesimally small, it can be concluded that the

hypothesis of a 2?° intensity for the 268 keV tran¬

sition is disproved. Hence, there must exist a level

below the lowest level found by Asaro.

She difficulties raised in the preceding two

paragraphs can be avoided in a very simple fashion

by postulating that the true ground level of An lies

122 keV below the level indicated by the swiftest (X.-

particles observed by Asaro (dashed lines in Figure 15).
It then becomes immediately possible to accommodate

the 122, 154 and 268 ke? transitions, as well as tran¬

sitions of 335 and 444 keV for which there is also

definite evidence (see fable 71). As far as numerical

energy values are concerned, therefore, this modified

Asaro scheme can be reconciled with the principal

features of the internal conversion and y-spectra.

It must now be decided whether this remains true when

the absolute intensities of the transitions are taken

into account.

It may be noted that Rosenblum (1952) found evid¬
ence of a weak AeX oc-line which leads to a level

lying within 10 keV of the energy proposed here for
the ground state (see fable I). However, since Rosen¬
blum has not published any experimental details it is

impossible to estimate the reliability of this finding,,
In its principal features his scheme is identical with
the Asaro scheme, except that the Asaro level spacings
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provide a tetter fit with the observed transition

energies. For this reason the discussion will he con¬

fined to the Asaro scheme, although all the conclusions

to he drawn apply to the Rosenblum scheme as well.

17.6.2. The multipole orders of the 144 and

154 keY transitions#

Before the intensities of these transitions can

he computed from the observed conversion intensities,

consideration must he given to their multipole orders.

This is necessitated by the strong dependence of the

internal conversion coefficients on these multipole

orders (see fable V).
It will first he shown that the 144 keY transition

placed as in Figure 15, cannot he electric dipole, Foi

if it were, its K-conversion coefficient would he 0.216

and its Lj + - coefficient would he 0.0295.
Then if 10 is the fraction of disintegrations accom¬

panied by the 144 keY transition, and if conversion in
the M and higher shells is ignored,

fraction of disintegrations accompanied

by 144 K-eonversioii = 1 + 0>Qg95 - ,

fraction of disintegrations accompanied

by 144 L-oonversion = i + o.aifFo.O295 '

According to the relative intensities of Hahn and
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leitner, group III lias an intensity -||y times that of
the 144 K-eonversion line, and group I? has an inten¬

sity times the sum of the intensities of the 144

l-conversion lines* Hence, for 809 disintegrations,

expectation number of tracks in

group III « 80S x x X7§|§ ^ = 358 uj ,

expectation number of tracks in

group I? » 809 x ^ x * = 135 «> ,

expectation number of tracks in

neither group III nor group IV » 809 - (338 + 185 )f».

An upper limit of = 0*36 is set by the position
of the 144 keV transition in the modified Asaro level

scheme* She numbers of tracks observed in groups III

and IV were at least 212 and 109, respectively. There¬

fore the minimum value of Xz is

y2 _ (212- ux)z (lo<a -(nV2 (2a+io<»-i22--6i)Z_
322- *>1 8<fl-«22-fel

(2 degrees of freedom)

A value of Xz as large as this represents an irrecon¬

cilable contradiction between observed values and thoste

predicted on the hypothesis that the 144 keV transition
is electric dipole. This contradiction would have beeji
still greater if the relative intensities given by

Surugue had been used* Therefore, this hypothesis
must be rejected.
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low consider the possibility that the 144 keY

transition is mixed electric quadrupole - magnetic

dipole. Let g "be the fraction of the transitions that

are electric quadrupole. Then, using the results of

§IV,3, the fraction of 144 he? transitions that are

accompanied by K-conversion is

+ U-V Pk
I + °(^ + <¥L, •*••• l + f>|c + fL, ♦**•*

Using the data of Table Y and ignoring I-> H- etc,

conversion,, this becomes 0,728 - 0,598g. In a similar

way, the fraction of 144 he? transitions accompanied

by L-conversion is calculated to equal 0,137 + 0«347g.

Let w be the fraction of disintegrations in which the

144 keY transition occurs. From Table YI it is seen
lyo 1 Q

that Suruguef s data imply that group III has - -ij]p
times the intensity of the 144 K-conversion line, and

group IY has times the sum of the intensities
of the 144 L-conversion lines, From this it follows

that

probability of a track occurring
in group III = u> (0,728 - 0.593g) ,

probability of a track occurring
in group IY = w (0,137 + 0,347g) .

Multiplying by the number of events studied, i.e. 809,
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expectation number of tracks

in group III = u> (14.27 - 1172g),

expectation number of tracks

in group IV to (819 + 2076g) ,

expectation number of tracks in

neither group III nor group IV » 809 -u>|2246 + 904gj .

These can now "be compared with the observed group

populations (Table IV), and the ranges of g and u>

determined for which X*is less than any specified

value. According to the tables of Fisher and Yates

(1949), the value of Xz for two degrees of freedom which

is exceeded with a probability of 1$ is 9.21. numeric¬

al calculation shows that Xz a 9.21 need not be exceed¬

ed if g in the above expectation values lies between

zero and 0.3, but is exceeded otherwise. In fact in

order to obtain a %z as low as 9*21 with 10 m 0.3, it

is necessary to assume that group IV contains all the

unallocated electrons and all the group TV 'doubtful*

electrons, whereas group III contains only its 'cer¬

tain* electrons. This results in populations for

groups III and IV of 212 and 210, respectively. Such
an allocation is indeed unrealistic, yet it cannot be

rigorously discounted on the basis of Table IV. In

any case it may be said that, with the relative in¬
tensities of Surugue, and at the 1# level of signifi¬

cance, the fractional contribution of electric
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quadrupole transitions is between zero and 0.3, If

the data of Hahn and Meitner are used the upper limit

comes down to 0.2.

Proceeding in the same way, one can investigate
the implications of the assumption that the 144 keV

transition is raized electric octupole and magnetic

quadrupole. Using Surugue's data an upper limit of

0,05 can be set to the octupole contribution, still
at the 1$ level of significance. As before, the lower

limit is zero. If the data of Hahn and Meitner are

used, there is no mixture of these two raultipolarities

that can be reconciled with the observed intensities.

Higher raultipolarities for the 144 keV tran¬

sition are ruled out on both sets of intensity data.

Summarizing, one can say that if the modified

Asaro scheme is correct, the data of Hahn and Meitner,

together with the observations of the present work,

require the 144 keV transition to be pure magnetic

dipole, or magnetic dipole with an electric quadrupole

contribution of less than 20$. Surugue's data admit

electric quadrupole contributions up to 30$, and also

leave open the possibility that this transition is

magnetic quadrupole plus a small amount of electric

octupole (less than 5$).
It is now possible to deduce some of the propert-

t m> jni

ies of the 154 keV transition. If /<-K and f*-K are
the IE-conversion coefficients of the 144 and 154 keV
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transitions, respectively, then "by definition

probability of 154 keY ¥-emission
probability of 144 keY v-emission

,44

- Probability of 154 keY K-conversiop.
~

probability of 144 keY K-conversion A'f?
The first ratio on the right-hand side is given by the

magnetic spectrograph work; the second depends upon

the polarities of the transitions. If the 154 keY

transition is assumed to be electric dipole,
is*

/*K - 0.163. From the previous work, the minimum

acceptable value of yU-K is obtained if the tran¬

sition is regarded as 30$ electric quadrupole plus 70$
,144

magnetic dipole. This yields M-K = 2,61, and re¬

quires the use of Surugue's relative intensities.

Then,

probability of 154 keY "^-emission > 100 ~ 2,61
probability of 144 keY 7-emission / 74 "* 0.163 ~

If the relative intensities of Hahn and Ileitner are

used, the minimum value of at the 1$ level of

significance is 3«28 (20$ electric quadrupole plus 83$

magnetic dipole). On their data,

probability of 154 keY 7 -emission \ 100 _ 3»28 ir
probability of 144 keY K-emission ' 121 0.1^3 *

Reference to Table II, page 13, shows that Frillejjr
(1940) observed a ratio of 2:1 for the intensities of

these two 7-rays. Although his intensities are only

approximate, the disparity between this ratio and thosp
computed on the assumption that the 154 keY transition

,6
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is electric dipole is definitely significant. Hence,
this assumption has been disproved.

How consider the possibility that the 154 keV

transition is a mixture of h parts electric quadrupole

and(l - h) parts magnetic dipole, Then if,

k _ 144 keV K-conversion intensity~

154 keY K-conversion intensity

.
_ 144 keY L-conversion intensity
""

154 keY Ii-conversion intensity *

a straightforward calculation yields,

^(-wxA —^rn|c) + (T»JA ~ J? " »C)
h = 30mic--^xA) + (insc-A^A)

where g is, as before, the electric quadrupole

fractional contribution to the 144 keV transition, and

x =
er . ,r* ■ i xr

,sm l+p£" + P"<<

Pk Pk
^ = ij. ft!?" ^ ft»^ ' ?•+ f>Kq + y l+W"+ £1.SM

pT7 . ad™ i pLSH
I 4 Al !•!•» . Mil . 1 I4t . » ItM i ~• + <*£»•» + •+Pk",',+ '* «k'SH4 °Cls« 14 p£" 4^

ftr pt
1+ 4 " ~ H

the oC'b and p's having the same meaning as in
§I7»3, Substituting values for these coefficients

given in Sable Y one obtains

^ 3 [o.zHM K. + O-OgllAj 4- [o.o<U3 tc - O o<J88AJ
^[o-tlSlc — X3 + fo-oTjb ic - o.xoyAj
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According to Surugue*s relative intensities (see
Table VI), k = and X « Also the

permissible range of g is zero to 0,3. From this it

follows that h, the electric quadrupole fractional

contribution to the 154 keV transition, is between zero

and 0.34* She Hahn and leitner data give K = *

X = 0 ( g ^ 0,2, and this results in a range

for h of 0,08 to 0,32, This transition can also be re

garded as magnetic q.uadrupole plus a few per cent of

electric auadrupole without contradicting the observed

absolute intensities at the level of significance.

IV.6.3# She transition probabilities; test of

the modified Asaro scheme.

The same calculation that determined the ranges

of multipole mixtures for the 144 and 154 keV tran¬

sitions yields the conclusions about their absolute

intensities that are summarized in Table VIII.

TABID VIII

Absolute Intensity Ranges at 1$ level of Significance

Relative
Intensities 144 keV 154 keV

of

Surugue 12.5$ to 24$ 18$ to 34$
(1937)

Hahn and 12.5$ to 22$ 12$ to 20$
Meitner
(1925)
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Ihe higher intensities are associated with almost

pure magnetic dipole transitions. This may appear

strange sincet for these energies, magnetic dipole
K-conversion coefficients are more than ten times as

large as those for electric quadrupole transitions.

Hence f for the observed number of K-conversion electroije
it might be expected that the assumption of predomin¬

ant electric quadrupole polarity would imply the larger

number of transitions. However, whereas the magnetic
.jr

dipole /I intensity ratio is about 5, the electric quad¬

rupole intensity ratio is less than 0.25. Therefore

if one assumes a large electric quadrupole contribut¬

ion, one must have a lower transition intensity to

prevent the expectation number of tracks in group IT

(which contains the tracks of the L-electrons) from bej-

coming excessive. It turns out that this factor is

more important than the difference in K-conversion

coefficients when it comes to determining the multi-

pole mixtures consistent with the largest number of

transitions.

These results are sufficient to demonstrate the

inadequacy of the modified Asaro scheme (Figure 15).
For, consider the level 154 he? above the ground state
Its primary excitation is 53$, and therefore the sum

of the intensities of the transitions de-exciting this

level must be 53$ or greater. According to the modif¬

ied Asaro scheme this de-excitation can follow two
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alternative modes; (1), a cascade "between transitions

of 32 keV and 122 keV, or (2), a transition of 154

keV direct to the ground state. How there is no evid¬

ence, whether in conversion or emission, for the

existence of a 32 keY transition. And Table VIII

shows that the intensity of the 154 keY transition is

almost certainly less than 34$* Hence the modified

Asaro scheme fails to provide sufficient de-excitation

of this level.

Moreover, consider the balance between the in¬

tensities of excitation and de-excitation of the level

122 keV above the ground state. Adding to its primary

excitation intensity of 11$ the minimum feed by the

144 keY transition (see Table VIII), one concludes that

the intensity of the 122 keY transition must be at

least 23*5$. An upper limit to the observed 122 keV

K-eonversion intensity can easily be estimated, since

the range-energy relation of Zajac and Ross (1949) makes

it almost certain that group II contains all the tracks

produced by 122 keY K-conversion electrons. The total
of 85 'certain* and 'doubtful' electrons in this group

represents 10.5$ of the events studied. Hovrever, the
true probability of 122 keV K-conversion could be as

+

high as 13.6$ without implying a difference between
observed and expectation values that is significant
at the 1$ level. If the unlikely assumption is made

that ell the unallocated electrons belong to group II,
801 P - 85"

+ p = 0.136 is a solution of {fa po-pv
See Pisher and Yates (1949), page 6.

= 2.rib
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this maximum K-eonversion intensity is raised to 16.6$,,

Frilley's work on the V-radiation (see (Table II) shows

that the 122 keY transition is weaker in emission than

the 144 keY transition; the results of the magnetic

spectrographic investigations (see fable VI) show that

this is also true of their L-conversion intensities.

These considerations lead to the conclusion that the

122 keY transition intensity is definitely not greater

than 20$, and is probably a good deal lower than this

figure. This provides another instance in which the

modified Asaro scheme cannot be reconciled with the

observed absolute intensities.

A method of avoiding both the foregoing contra¬

dictions and yet preserving the agreement between oc-

par-ticle level spacings and transition energies is

suggested by the presence, in the Hahn and Meitner

conversion speetrum, of a 43.2 keV line. If this is

regarded as the K-conversion of a weak 147 keY transit¬

ion connecting the 268 and 122 keY levels, an even

better agreement of energies is obtained, via.

48.2 + 23.7 + 38.4^170.3 rather than 45»6 + 23.7

+ 98.4 = 167.7. The strong 144 keY transition can

then be used to de-excite the 154 keY level according

to one of the modes shown in Figure 16. Bither scheme

is consistent with the absolute intensity measurements

of this work, provided that almost all the 'doubtful'
electrons of medium and high energy do belong to the

+ These should be compared with the observed
energy o-f no.9 KeV (Ha-hn and Meitner] or 169.8 iceV
(Surtujue) •
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AcX internal conversion spectrum, that the relative

intensities given by Surugue are correct, and that

both the 144 and 154 keY transitions are predominantly

magnetic dipole, These conditions must be satisfied

if the 144 and 154 keY transitions are to suffice for

the de-excitation of the 154 keV level. The 268 keY

transition is now the only strong transition de-excit¬

ing the 268 keV level, and its intensity is sufficient

for this provided that this level is not fed from

higher levels to any great extent,

The maximum intensities of the 335 and 322 keY

transitions in K-conversion are each about 2f>t and

there are also K-conversion intensities of not greater

than If in each of the transitions of 179, 182 and 211

keY, There is also a small intensity of 444 keY con¬

version. These intensities appear adequate for the

de-excitation of the 335 and 444 keY levels and should

not disturb the balance already discussed for the low¬

er levels.

The level schemes of Figure 16 are thus capable of

explaining the <x-, and conversion electron

spectra of AcX, There appears to be but one other

simple way of fitting these data into a single scheme,
and that is to essume that the 144, 154 and 268 keY

transitions are all electric dipole. In fact if any

one of these transitions is electric dipole, a proof

similar to that given on page 78 and based on the
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near-equality of their K -ray intensities shows that

they must all he electric dipole. Moreover the absol¬

ute conversion intensities observed in the present

work would then require their transition intensities

to be so large that they must occur in a cascade not

originating higher than the level of 53$ primary

excitation, Shis would lead one to expect a large

number of events with which the conversion electrons

of at least two of these transitions were associated,

On the other hand, coincidences between the conversion

electrons of these transitions are irreconcilable with

the level schemes of Figure 16, It will be seen in the

next section that the 'double1 events observed in the

present work definitely indicate that these transitions
do not occur in cascade, and hence the transitions

cannot be electric dipole.

Of course, the above discussion of the various

level schemes does not exhaust all possibilities. It

is suggested, however, that the schemes of Figure 16
account for all the available information pertaining

to the AcX decay in the simplest possible fashion • If

one tries to fit any other scheme to this data, one is
forced to postulate a large number of levels for which
there is as yet no direct evidence.
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IV.7. The Cascade Evidence.

She low resolution of the nuclear emulsion as a

tool of electron spectrometry imposes especially

severe limitations on an attempt to extract Information

from those events in which two electron tracks are

associated with a single AcX ol-track. Here it is

necessary to attribute an energy to each of the tracks

studied, whereas the previous work dealt only with the

spectrum of a large number of tracks. Moreover the

possibilities for confusion are increased by the

presence of the second electron track, and hence these

'double' events are the most difficult ones to inter¬

pret.

The discussion of the cascade evidence is confin¬

ed to those cases in which at least one of the

electrons is 'certain*, There are seven or eight ex¬

amples in the cascades of the occurrence of electron

tracks having 14 to 18 grains, or an energy of about

35 keV. That a conversion line of this energy is

present in the AcX spectrum is suggested by slight

bulges in the smoothed curves of Figures 11 and 12 ;

however the work of § ILL} shows that such bulges may

be spurious. Some confirmation of its existence is

also found in Surugue's (1937) spectrum, for there he

has a line at 33*92 keV (not shown in Table VI) which

appears too strong to be entirely accounted for as I-q
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conversion of the 50 keY transition following the RdAo

decay (Frilley et al., 1954). This line may he assign^
ed either to 1-conversion of a 52 keV transition, for
which there is t -ray evidence4", or to K-eonversion

of a 152 keY transition, in which case the n -ray

would he obscured by the second order spectrum of the

268 keV line. It is significant that this 35 keV

conversion line should be much more prominent in the

cascade events than in the total conversion spectrum,

The detailed information provided by the electron-f
electron coincidences includes the following;

(a) Conversion of 268 keY with an electron of about

35 keV: 2 cases.

(b) Conversion of 144 or 147 or 62 IceY with an

electron of about 35 keY; 4 cases.

(c) Conversion of 144 or 147 or 62 keY with conversioiji
of 122 keY; 5 cases.

(d) Conversion of 144 or 147 or 154 keY with con¬

version of 179 or 182 keY: 5 to 7 cases.

(e) There are 5 or 6 events which could be K-conver-
sions followed by K-Auger electrons.

If the 144, 154, and 268 keY transitions occurred
in cascade, as discussed at the end of §IY.6.3» one

would have expected about 20 144-154 keV coincidences,

5 144-268 keY coincidences, and 5 154-268 keY

+ Frilley (1940) has attributed to the RdAc spectrum
a strong n -ray of this energy*
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eoincidences. She fact that these were not observed

constitutes convincing evidence against this scheme.

Other than this, the 'double1 events provide little

confirmation of the scheme illustrated in Figure 16.
A high-resolution coincidence experiment would be of

great value in this connection, but the difficulties

mentioned above prevent the nuclear emulsion tech¬

nique from furnishing any decisive information.

IV.8. Intensity of K-Fluoreseenee.

It is of interest to assess the total intensity
of K-X-radiation excited by the decay of AcX. Ihe

absolute conversion intensities observed in the

present v/ork, coupled v/ith the relative intensities

listed in Sable VI, make it appear that the total

intensity of K-shell ionization lies between 30 and

55 ionizations per 100 disintegrations# Since the

decay scheme of Figure 16 requires almost all the
doubtful electrons to be included in order to obtain

sufficient intensity in the transitions, it is prob¬

able that the ionization intensity is nearer to the

higher figure. The number of K-Auger electrons seen

in the electron-electron coincidence events is 5 or 6,

considering only those coincidences in which at least
one of the two electrons is •certain1, fhe total num¬

ber of K-Auger electrons may be nearer to 10 out of

the 809 events studied. This indicates a fluorescence
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yield of about 98 i 1$> and a E-fluorescenee between

30 and 55 quanta per- 100 disintegrations. Shis is

certainly an abnormally high intensity and is entirely

consistent with Frilley^ (1940) statement that the

K-fluoreseence of element 86 is ten times that of any

other element in the actinium series.

IT.9. Implications of the Proposed Level Scheme of

Actinon.

IT.9.1. She total disintegration energy of AcX.

Ihe existence of the true ground level of An 122

keY below the level excited by the swiftest AcX cx-

particles helps to explain an anomaly pointed out by

Feather (1953) in his study of last neutron binding

energies. Feather considers the following two sequenoe

of disintegrations:

(XiZ \ * v / 228 \_t^( IZS\±^( 118 \ /120 \
\ 9o)==^\ 88 / V 89 / \ 90 88 I 8tJ ~I

(15 )♦*- (",?HKIsVM'ii ^>J

Oc

The principle of the conservation of energy requires
that the sum of the disintegration energies of the
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iirst sequence minus the corresponding sum for the

second should equal the difference between the last

neutron binding energies of elements (2s|) and (2|q) .
In fact, by performing this calculation and using a

value of 5 #32 Me? for the disintegration energy of AcX

f|) , Feather found that the difference between the
observed binding energies was 230 t 80 he? too small#

But the AcX disintegration energy proposed in the pres¬

ent work (Figure 16) is 5#962 MeV. Using this value

in Feather's calculation brings the discrepancy down

to 88 - 80 keV, which can hardly be considered signi-

fieant in view of the large number of disintegration

energies involved in the calculation. Although this

does not constitute a proof of the proposed An level

scheme, it is satisfactory that this scheme, deduced

from completely different considerations, is able to

restore the balance between disintegration and neutron

binding energies#

A somewhat similar situation arises in the study

of the systematics of OL-decay in the heavy radio¬

active nuclei# By plotting total (X-disintegration

energy vs. mass number, Perlman, G-iorso and Seaborg

(1950) have shown that the points representing the

isotopes of each element may be joined by a moderately

straight line. This plot reveals that a 5.82 MeY dis¬

integration energy for AcX violates the general trend,
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whereas the present value of 5.962 MeV is consistent

with a smooth variation of energy with mass number.

Feather (1952) has plotted (^-disintegration energy

against proton number and has been able to draw fairly

smooth curves connecting the points corresponding to

constant values of the isotopic number, A - 2Z. Here

again, the higher disintegration energy proposed in

the present work reduces an observed discrepancy at Ac5t.
It has therefore been shown that the decay of AcX

does not provide an exception to the general trends

exhibited by heavy 06-active nuclei. The discrepan¬

cies reported up to the present are due instead to a

peculiar type of forbiddenness that causes the direct

excitation of the ground state of An to be so weak

that if has not hitherto been detected.+
Recent results of oc- and >-spectroscopy have

revealed ether even-odd ot-emitters governed by this

forbiddenness. Asaro (1953) has found three o(.-groups

in the decay Cm||7\v'".u ) ^92^ having energies of
5.935 MeV (6$), 5.777 He? (31/) and 5.732 Me? (13/0.
From a study of the associated 1-radiation he infers

2"39
the existence of two states of ^94 below, by 13 and
67 keY respectively, the state excited by the most

energetic tt-particles. Moreover, internal conversion

data lead to the conclusion that the transitions of

277 and 228 keY connecting the level of 81/ primary

+ Except for the unpublished result of Rosenblum (1952)
quoted by Seaborg.
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excitation to these two levels, are both magnetic

dipole. This is in very striking analogy with the

scheme of figure 16b, where the transitions of 154 and

144 keV, which also connect the level of highest prim¬

ary excitation to levels having little or none at all,

are both predominantly magnetic dipole. Further ex¬

amples of this behaviour are afforded by the OC-decay
2XQ

of Pu^- and, among the odd-even nuclei, by the (X-
241

decay of Am^ . There is at present no adequate
theory capable of explaining why the ground-state-to-

ground-state OC-transitions are so strongly hindered

for this class of nuclei.

IV.9.2. Comparison with the predictions of nuclear

models.

The nucleus of an atom, like its system of extra-

nuclear electrons, is composed of particles governed

by the exclusion principle. In analogy with the atom-

ie case, one can consider each nucleon to be moving

independently in an average nuclear binding field. In

this way it becomes possible to speak of quantum

states of individual nucleons. Then by studying the

ordering of the levels for a single nucleon and by

applying the restriction that no two identical part¬
icles can occupy the same state, one can hope to
understand some of the periodicities exhibited by
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knovm nuclear species. In the absence of a compre¬

hensive theory of nuclear forces, it is necessary to
make some assumptions about the average binding field.

She most successful have been those proposed independ¬

ently by Llayer (1949) and Haxel, Jensen and Suess

(1949). Beginning with an harmonic oscillator potent¬

ial and then postulating a spin-orbit coupling which

reduces the energies of those terms in which j f
these authors are able to account for the observed

'magic numbers' in a very striking way. This is the

'independent-particle' model. Prom it one gets the

'single-particle' model by assuming that an even num¬

ber of nucleons of the same type in a level of given j

always produce a resultant spin and magnetic moment

of zero. Thus for an odd-mass nucleus, the observed

spin and magnetic moment will be that of the single

odd particle. Here again, the theory has had much

greater success than the validity of its assumptions

would appear to justify.

Yet in the absence of more precise calculations,

empirical evidence has made it necessary to introduce

further rules that can only be considered arbitrary

at the present time, Por example, it has been found

that for neutron numbers above 60, the odd neutron has

a tendency to occupy states of low angular momentum.
This sometimes results in premature occupation of an .

s state, as in Cd^g"1. Also, the so-called pairing
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energy is required to explain the faot that high spins
are not realized in the ground states of nuclei. This

refers to a tendency for double occupation of a level

of high spin, leaving the odd nucleon in a lower level

(e.g. As^j). Furthermore, in order to explain the ob¬
served spin of Ag^j7 (Goldhaber and Sunyar, 1951) one

must assume that three nucleons in the gg/p level give
rise to a total angular momentum of 7/2 .

Pi©
In the case of An8£J, these special rules allow

so much freedom that a critical test of the schemes of

21q
Figure 16 is impossible. AhQg kas seven neutrons out*
side the closed shell of 126 neutrons, and according

to the single-particle model its levels will be those

of the odd neutron. The first three levels outside

this closed shell (in order of increasing energy)
should be (itlinhenberg, 1952); (1° neutrons),

Tij,/o (12 neutrons), 5d^2 (6 neutrons). Then appli¬
cation of each of the special rules mentioned at the

end of the last paragraph would give:

1. Since the odd nucleon has a tendency to

occupy a level of low angular momentum, it will go

into the 5d~yP level. Hence the ground state spin is

2. Since the pairing energy favours the double

occupation of levels of high angular momentum, one or

more pairs out of the seven available neutrons will go

into the 71-,-, /? level, leaving the odd neutron in the
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3. Three of the neutrons in the 6g^y2 level will

combine to yield a total spin of V2» Hence the ground
state spin is V2*

Proceeding similarly, it is possible to provide a

number of shell model explanations for the level

schemes of Pigure 16 which can account for the pre-

dominance of magnetic dipole transitions and, in a

crude way, the relative intensities of these transit-
the

ions. But a critical test of^applicability of this

model must await further developments in the theory

that will enable its predictions to be more specific.

The shell model theory of the nucleus, as outlined

above, is based on the analogy between atomic and

nuclear systems. There is, however, the characterist¬

ic difference that the atomic electrons move in what

is essentially an external, fixed Coulomb field, where-
as the nuclear field is produced by the particles them¬

selves. Hence the field will not be constant* Its

variations are found (A. Bohr, 1951, 1953) to be

associated with collective oscillations of the system

as a whole. The motion of the individual particle is

affected by the collective oscillations, and the

behaviour of the entire system is governed by the

interaction between these two types of motion, Bohr

has shovm that a consistent treatment of such a
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which is implied "by the degree of freedom associated

with the collective oscillations. They are called

rotational states hecause of the similarity of their

spectrum to that of a rotating rigid "body.

The assumptions made in Bohr's theory are realiz¬

ed only when large nuclear deformations can occur,

i.e. in regions far removed from closed shells. For

the heaviest nuclei, the well-developed rotational

spectra can only "be expected for mass numbers greater

than 225. nevertheless it is interesting to see the
219

extent to which can "be described in these terms.

Whenever a certain level is populated by ot-

decay, so are its rotational excitations, although

with smaller probability (Bohr, 1954)* Moreover, for

odd mass number nuclei the energies of these states

will be given by,

Erot = £T - Io(I0+1» + *
where W and I0 are the energy and spin, respectively,
of the lowest state of the rotational band, I is the

spin of the rotational excitation (I = I0, I0+l,

I0+2, ....) and 3 may be termed the effective moment
of inertia of the system. For the 154 ke¥ level (see

Figure 16) the first rotational excitation might be

the 268 or the 335 ke¥ level; the level apacings are

such as to eliminate the possibility of their being
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first and second excitations, respectively. Whichever

level is the first rotational excitation should he

connected with the 154 ke? level hy a rather strong

transition. According to the proposed level schemes,

however, the principal de-excitations of the 268 and

535 he? levels are provided hy transitions direct to

the ground state. lor is it easy to discern the

rotational excitations of the 122 ke? level, although

these may he too weak to he observed, fhe 444 keV

level may he a rotational excitation of the 263 ke?

level, hut it is certainly impossible to reach a

decision on the basis of the available material.

It seems, therefore, that the main features of

the level schemes proposed in Figure 16 cannot readily

be understood in terms of rotational excitations.
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IV. 10. CONCLUSIONS.

It has "been established that strong transitions

having energies of 144, 154, and 268 keV, and probably

a fourth of 122 IreV, are associated with the re-organ¬

ization of the actinon nucleus following the 06-decay

of actinium X. These transitions have a predominantly

magnetic dipole character. Their existence guarantees

that the ground level of actinon lies at least 122 IceV

below the level excited by the swiftest OL-particles

whose attribution to the actinium X decay is certain.

This explains the anomalous position of actinium X

with respect to Ot-decay systematica, and a discrep¬

ancy in neutron binding energies observed by Feather

(1953). fwo alternative nuclear level schemes are

proposed for actinon. Either can be reconciled with

the somewhat vague predictions that are possible on

the basis of shell model theory. However, the main

features of these schemes are not readily understood

in terms of the collective model of the nucleus.

She absolute intensity of K X-ray fluorescence

emitted by the actinon atom is at least 0.3 and

probably 0.5 quanta per disintegration. The fluores¬
cence yield is 93 ± 1$.
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Appendtx I.

The Effect of Observational Errors on the Range

Distribution of Particle Tracks.

In §2.2 it is pointed out that the population of

measured track lengths will differ from that of true

track lengths because of the nature of the nuclear

emulsion method# An approximate expression is derived

there for the observed standard deviation in terms of

the true one and the errors of measurement. An attemp

will now be made to derive the entire observed distrib

ution#

It is assumed that;

1# The track lengths i have a distribution 1(0
which vanishes strongly at C =0.

2. The directions of the tracks are distributed

isotropically in space and independently of •

3# The measurements % of the horizontal project¬

ions of tracks having true horizontal projections

x are distributed according to a function oy % )
4, The measurements y of the vertical projections

of tracks having true vertical projections y are

distributed according to a function

5. The distributions of ($ - x), ( ? - y) and i are

independent of each other#

Prom Pigure 3» page 30, it can be seen that

assumption 2 requires that the angles 6 between the
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tracks and the horizontal plane are distributed accord¬

ing to the function cos 9. Then the joint distribution

of £ and 9 is given by P( [ , 0) = f ( £ ) cos 9*

low consider a large number of tracks all having

the same values of t and 9. Since I and ) are dis¬

tributed independently according to the functions

Qt( \ ) and M *) ) respectively, their joint distributioik
(.cose l#i# e

is £*(£) &(h) and the probability, Fe (A) dA,
Icose I'sinG

^ tj
that A-^ < A+-j- may be written

OO <K>

F^WJA=j jgi» \%l J} t1-1
i=© Ijr©

where

\JW#= 1 whenever A-^ < a < A + 2
x,dX

= 0 for all other a*

(A. 2

To get the complete distribution of A all that is re¬

quired is an integration over £ and 9:

3E
CO 1

F(M = j 1S.M P(M) JUe = j J|r w W()c«e a.3)
£=o Q'o £**» 0—o

or substituting (1) into (3)*
no

FWdA= Sl(UMP)Jt (A.4)J A, dA

where
ir

oo °o

M«> J UAr^><"eJeJ*d? • (a.^>
kydX 0 - o Jro ^J-o

)
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Equations (4) and (5) are the formal solution to

the problem, The distribution F(A)dA of measured

lengths A is related by an integral transform to the

distribution f( E )d£ of true lengths £ , the

kernel of this transform being Min.
2o evaluate it is necessary to find an

analytical expression for the discontinuous function

U.<i> • The Fourier integral theorem makes it■V, »x

possible to write it as,

iu)(d-K)f f tu)ld-Kl

U.<a> = frr \ fe)e
ujs-oo K:~eo

(A. 6)

Because of the properties of LI^ listed in (2),
the integral of (6) becomes

if i i it) f d — K- ^
Uld^«j Je d"cd«J, (A.7)

A/<®X uli-co IC-A- 4^
and performing the integration with respect to ,

80 4* 00 . iw A* ;„,j*
r io>a. *• r t^d _tu)> a"

U<a)=sf]e &«■ }J"=ttJ€ {—d-4—
u3r-(3D 6/ —*=*- % u> = -«>

CO

^>(3 - X)
e **.(-*) J-— £ J*

A'dA u.=-« ui.-oo lA.s;

for infinitesimal dA

Then from (5) and (8)

"5- co co

M<0 - a f i i Je"('r7r
A,ax «>=-«> e-« |-o »=o , .

(A.9)
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lo proceed, one must malce some specific assumpt¬
ions about oc and p , the functions that describe
the distribution of the measured values of the pro¬

jections about their true values# It would not be

unreasonable* to regard them as Gaussian functions,

a (i) = p=rr e
ih1

(A.10)

ttin) (mTV
Then equation (9) becomes

O0 " BO to

Mw-iA I 11 |r"^*' -=-• 0=» W f" (t0-t.s.ne)Z
e cos © Jy J i Jo A to.

(A. 11

This cannot easily be integrated as it stands# How-
iui bo 11 £*£<«*© +~£rs7rt^67

ever, expanding c about c in a

Taylor series,

OO

tUl | i^+rj1-
=11
r-o s -o

(|-£o>s©) (l~ Lsme) £
r! s •

7=

integrating with respect to j and 7 term by term,

+ Except that this assumes that £ and 1 are contin
uous"variables, which they are not (due to the
limited fineness with which the scales can be
read)#

I CoiQ
I sin 0 9
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and making use of the integral+

I 7 n -7b(i-£tos©)Z J o uihen n \s <><W—M [(j-fc«je) e J* J „\P« h J I C*»-0(«-3) — I h
*• u)heo n u even

equation (11) "becomes
oo

X.
ir

<30 °C>
I Lir

r-o s-o

' L1
(?r)!

<*»">!»-») ' v" a-'"5>e'^^L £toie } ««'l«)« a^a^5 " i - £s.Vi © J

tt
oo i

a^-a7" '7
(A. 12)

w »-S l(rts) i^l)
a e

"*s }\zr2nzs h-io,:
a,a* "" ufr-oo 0--o kr~~° s=° '

Cos© d© dw 4

• , (A«15)
^x(r-ts)^toJ J ^ -]*

How will he of the form

(iui)tr+sBirjVl) . where (i,o)is a function 03'
the derivatives of { **+ 7X' * Then
r(r+s) i(r+s> frl .

a7>P Ihir® =( 6 gj^58'1""0)-•J^CswUe
(A.H)

+ Bigorously, of course, | and 9 should "be integrajb
ed from 0 to oo since negative measurements are
not possible * however integrating them from - oo
to + oo effects an enormous simplification of the
formulae. Shis approximation is good if h and v
are small compared to (Lcos 9 and tsin © res¬
pectively. The final formula will be applied to
a situation in which lis of the order of 25, h
is 0.2 and v is 0«5» and so the conditions will
be met except for very shallow and very steep
tracks.

deJ to

I
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Substituting (14) in (13),

M(t) =^ >_ £ THTTS f£""'C jl^^eUeJe.
A,4j 5-o u)-~co 0-O

(A. 15)

K

letting

it
Z

f B(£cos©, ts>^e) cos© d© = t> ^ ^ -J tr.u lri" - (A. 16)
e=o

this becomes

ar rs ^ z(r-«) ,!«o(£-a),ar " /• Hr+f> .lOff-AI

= iir t f^ «2wZ Z_ r!s!2r+s J zr,2S
W=-oo

(A. 17)

M«)
A,<IX r = o s-o

To get the observed distribution F(A ) it is now

necessary to substitute this expression for MUV
X/fl ^

into equation (4) "•

oO ao

00 00 Lir w25 f f *(«~+0 ,u,li~\)

r = o $ —© ut-—co £-0

But according to the Fourier Integral Theorem*,
eo oo

r iw(t-M
J_ | e t (C) f(fc)du»dt = y
lit J J ir.is i«-,i*

«o=-<*> t-,O
(A.18)

+ Since f( I ) Is 0 for negative C it is a matter
of indifference whether I is integrated from
0 to 06 or from - °° to °o .
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and "by successive differentiation Tilth respect to A ,

_L
zw

mz-oo £=o

dA*"'1

00 OO ,11- « { t> £(^)1
r-f \ _ V V -=—* ** , *- lr'** J

Hence F(x) - Z_ Z_ r!s!2r4S clx^<"s, (A. 19
r =.0 s-o

where the are defined in equations (16) and

(14).

She first few differentiations and integrations

of (14) and (16) may "be easily carried out. They give

r, X i + r J. <!«»>_ i iFU) - HA) n L3 j^yL b ax J + v Lb d*1 3 <*x

l\» *"tjl. j4 fix) ^ i_ a3 1 x 1h y ho dV* 20 <U3 j
(A. 20

Figure A.l shows how F(A ) and f( A) are related

when f(A ) is a Gaussian function of mean = 25 and

standard deviation = 1, a situation that might he

encountered in the study of the tracks of a homogene¬

ous group of ot-particles. The values taken for h and

v are those chosen on page 19* namely h = 0.2, v = 0,5

The series (20) converges rapidly in this case, only

the first three terms "being of importance. It is in¬

teresting to note that although individual track

lengths may he seriously affected by the observational

errors, their effect upon the shape of the distribution
curve of measured lengths is not very great.

1



FIGURE A.I. .THE EFFECT OF OBSERVATIONAL
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Appendiz II,

dRThe Relationship Between
I

AC
and ■

JE
dR

Imagine that a large number of particles of

energy E all move a distance dR. Because of the

statistical nature of the energy loss, all the part¬

icles y/111 not lose the same amount of energy, let

the fraction of them whose loss is betv/een & E and

S E + d( 5E) he f ( SE)d( SE). Then if 1(E) is the

mean total range of particles of initial energy E,

R(e^ = dR + jj(SE) R(e-se) d(5E)
- dR, jfftof<»- n* -^ gp—-}*™
= dR + R(6>ft(5E)J(SE> - JsE«5E)d(EE)

(A,21)

But because of the definition of f(SE)d(SE)

J jISE) d(5E) = |

j5E = 5E

jCSE)iKSE)d(SE^ = (htf , etc. (A.22)

Substituting (2) in (1),

R(E> = dR + R(E) - &E ^E) dxR(e)
21 at"

(SE)d(6£)

8£ dRtr)
O—l dR JE

dxKCe)
2! AR JE*

dR
dE

I T, + -L fa? dlRte)- 1
~~WL 2'• ae*

(A.23)
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low is defined as Li<n R(E+dE]c ^^ . Butat de-t-o at

the difference between E(E + dE) and R(E) is simply
the mean distance dR moved by the particles in losing

an amount of energy dE. Hence is equal to
dR
d£ *

The quantity —^— is essentially the stopping<S R

power. Equation (23) shows that the difference betweeiji
—— and the reciprocal of the stopping power dependsdE

upon the amount of straggling in the energy losses and

upon the non-linearity of R(E).
(tf\i

fo estimate v one can use a calculation
o &£

similar to that of equations (21) - (23):

=(<tRf * 2<IR J*<j|>R(r-SE)<l(je> + jd(5E>Ri(E-5e) JCse]

O = 2ff(0 - H + -i-0 2R|e> JE J6* JR

l&t* 41 - 4RW--V (A-24)
dR. dxR*

-J£X
The derivatives of Rx required in (24-) can be caleulat-L

ed from the observed fact that the standard deviation

of the ranges of a mono-energetic group of electrons

is roughly proportional to the mean range. That is,

N (R-R)2 = cR

(R-fO - Rx- R = c* R
_ (j + cx) RZ

iT = 2 (.♦«?)* if \ (A-25)
dE V ' dE
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Substituting (25) in (24)
se JR

(S£)x
_ ^ (t4^>~dR 7E ~1

* (.«•

(A. 26)
re J J?

and substituting for — in (26) the expression

given by (23),

(SE)* ^

c»R

Then (23) becomes

2Rtl

(, + cX) (afV (iU27)

<*£ __L_ | + — R «*»
at- " Ie I' (dE\* J (A,28)

~dR V<»e'
The correction term in (28) involves E(E) and its

derivatives. These are as yet unknown. However, as a

first approximation they can be calculated by neglect¬

ing the difference between and • Then the

correction term calculated on this basis can be sub¬

stituted into (23) to give a better estimate of

and so forth. For the experimentally determined value

of c, 0.2, this iteration procedure converges so rapid-f¬
ly that only the first correction need be applied. The
result of this calculation is shown in Figure 7, page

46 .
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